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NO MEN ARE STRANGERS
BY JOSEPH NORTH

A book of affirmation in these troubled days is like a fountain
of clear waters in a parched time-it is good for the health!

Joe North's No Men Are Strongers (International Publishers,
price $3.25) is such a book, a kind of modern Pilgrims'Progress
except that, irxtead of dealing in allegory, the author writes of
living facts, observed at ffrst hand, reportage from all the
ffghting fronts of man's struggle for a better world, the human
documentation of the most hrbulent, swift-moving, epochal
half-century of modern history.

Truly a reporter of a special kind, North chronicles his earliest
remembrance of his blacksmith father, soon after the turn of the
centuy in Pennsylvania, the shock of his ffrst contacts with
bigoby and hardship, his first meeting with Communists. "The
beginning of wisdom came when I encountered men who in-
troduced me to a philosophy which scientiffcally explained Man's
existence, and indicated the, inevitability of his triumph over
hunger, oppression and war."

His on-the-spot observations of America during the Great De-
presson; his activity in founding the weekly Neu Masses and
his lively contacts, as editor of that soon-to-become famous maga-
zine, with the best known writers and artists of that day; his
eye-witness narratives of the militant sit-down strikes which
helped to usher in the C.LO.; his stirring coverage of the
battlefronts of Spain during the Civil War; his danger-fraught
voyages on convoys crossing the Atlantic in World War II; his
ffrst grisly entrance into the still-smoking hell of Dachau, all
are brilliantly told in this book. Don't fail to order your copy
from your n'earest bookstore or, by mail, from-

New Centufv Publishers o 832 Broadway, Ne\f, York 3

Rc-cntcrcd as sccond class ,nottcl lanmry 4, tg45, d, thc Post Officc at Ncto yor\, N. y.,
und* thc Act ol March 3, r87g, POIIUCAL AFFAIkS it pablishcd norrthly by Nca, Ccnrury
Publkhcrs, Inc., at 8jz Broadany, Nclt Yorft 3, N. y., to uhom subsc-riptions, paymcnts and
cotrctpoadcnce should bc tent. Subsc?iption ratc: $4.oo a ycar; $z.oo lor sir mo*hs; lorcign
and Canada, $1.75 a year, Singlc copics l, cents.
tlrNTrD rN u.r.L <G8D209
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Ihe Rising Struggle Against Unemploylneltt

By George Morris

THr stnucclE FoR a program to
combat the current depression, with
the unemployed themselves taking
an increasingly active part in it, is
spreading. In the months ahead,
with the administration itself antici-
pating 3,ooo,ooo gxhaustions of un-
employmeht 

-.benefits, the struggle
will accelerate in scope and intensity.
In the first three months of 1958,

more thar half a million benefits
rarr out. Already in March, the
fifth month since the heavy layofis
began, the movement for a program
of jobs and adequate relief meas-

ures, was wider and more vigorous
than any we have seen in the Post-
war period.

One indication of the developing
mood among sections of the unem-
ployed and labor movement, was
ihe march of. 44m iobless l\q.l,tggt
workers to Lansing,-the state capitd,
April 9, to demand more adequate

measures for jobs and aid for un-
employed. But that event also gave
a measure of the cold-blooded cal-
lousness among some of the politi-
cians comparable in a way to what
was experienced'in the Hoover pe-
riod of the thirties.

The representatives of the state's

45o,ooo unemployed were locked
out. The legislature adjourned on
their arrival. The spokesman of
the Republicans who control the
legislature told them their problem
was "psychological."

Michigan is the worst-hit state.
But the militancy and angry senti-
ment rising among the auto work-
ers also can be regarded as an indi-
cator of what may be expected, or
is already prevalent, among other
hard-hit industries, especially steel,
tnetal manufacturg copper, rail-
road, lumber and textile.

The movement against the crisis

Edltor: HERBERT APIHEKER
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rnanifests itself in varied forms and
degrees of militancy. Usually it de-
velops on the initiative of tlre q.adg
unions_ rin, a locaL counly ar $tate-
level. In some states or large cities,
delegated conferences have been
held on thei" eionomic situation. In
some areas tlG still divided unions
found the struggle against the de-
pression a basis for unity. In New
York City the AFL central body and
CIO Industrial Council called a joint
conference on unemployment and
adopted a joint plan of action. In
some cities a further step to bring
the rank and file into action took
the form of mass meetingsr__. as in
Minneapolis 

-?nd -'Rochesterl or
thr-ough delegations to city or state
legislative bodies and pressure move-
ments, for distribution of govern-
ment surplus food.

The Chicago area district of the
Packingho'use Workers formed an
"Unemployed Council" through
which the activities of all the local
affiliates in the district are coordi-
nated and directed. There is also
some evidence of activities on be-
half of unemployed on the part of
community groups outside unions.
Also, of the formation of groups
for action where large numbers of
unemployed without union protec-
tion are concentrated.

The AFL-CIO has issued a call
to its affiliates for the formation
of committees and activization
of counselors in every local on the
problems of its unemployed. The
rapid alarming rise in unemploy-

ment and the increase of the load
of problems affecting unemployed
in the locals, is compelling unions
to form the committees. Already
thousands in need "f felief wanr to
know how-,.!g.S$ it and, even more
important, help to obtain it. Mem-
bers in the many 'thouslaiids 

seek
aid to stave ofi repossession of cars,
furniture, TV sets and foreclosures
and on what to do against the dr-
liqheg menace. Already, many face
the serious family problems that al-
ways come in the wake of unemploy-
ment.

STRUGGLE ON A
HIGHER LEVER

_ 
The above sketchily pictures only

the beginning of the movement.
The form and program are still
in the process of taking shape. But
there are some definite elements
in the present-day movement af-
fecting unemployed that differ
from our past experience in the
field:

r. The trade union movement to-
day gfficially assumes responsibility
for a program and activities affect-
ing the unemployed and rejects the
concept dominant at the start of the
r9z9 depression-that the union has
an obligation only toward its em-
ployed dues-paying members. Even
the demand for unemployment in-
surance was frowned upon by the
top leadership of the AFL during
the early thirties.

z. While ar the srarr of the r9z9
depression, relief for unemployei
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was.in the. category of- a charity sion of the thirties. The very fact
problem, with even cash relief a rhat the AFL-CIO called such a
rarity, today as a result of the strug-. conference was evidence of a
gles in the past 29 years-struggles change.
in which the Communisrinfuenced fHB CONFERENCE

',,iI Ji",:,T"$ ,[T: ffi.T:;t 'nio"*o,
provided by law: unemployment in. The composition of the confer-
surance, social.security, a1d for aged, ence was limited to about rrooo rep-
orphaned_ children 

_ 
and widows, resentatives, predominantly fui-

blind and other disabled, and there dmers of natilnal leaders(ip level
is a recognition in most areas of or offcials of state and local'central
the municipality's or_state's-oblig_ar bodies. Rank and file unemployed
tion. E provide welfare for the * were hardly in evidence. Nor wasneedy: the super-ornate Park Sheraton

3. T.h. problems _afiecting thg Hotel tire most fitting place for a
unemployed are no- longer treated conference ,n urr.mploy*.rrt.
as a matter apart from those con- There was still an .rid.rrt reluct-
cerning the workers on jobs, or of ance to encourage rank and file
grolps. allied with*labor-farmers, participslisn in ihe struggle. The
professionals, etc. Those problems emphasis was on a "6itrolled-
are treated within the framework movemenr, limited to a program that
of a general "anti-depression" pfo- was already drawn up, laid Sefore thegrg* conference only for approval. There

Marxists and other Left-progres- was no discussion from the foor.
sives find mugh groynd for iriti- The plans called for only platform
cizing labor's leadership today on speeches by AEL-CIO liaders and
its economic oudook and policy. invited members of Congress, and
The issue today is no longer, as in for lobby delegations to- members
1929, whether uniols should be in- of Congress for the eight-point pro-
terested in the problems of the un- gram submitted to the cbnference.
employed. _ How thosg problems There was no opportunity for the
are- met, the scope o-f $. program delegates to eithei alter 

-the 
pro-

and the extent to which rank and gram or add to it.
file participation is encouraged in The conference, nevertheless, was
the struggle for it, are the issues a positive event. It served both to
today. The AFL-cIo Economic and focus national attention upon labor,s
Legislativ-e conference held in-wash- pro-gram in the current 

^depression,

ington lvlarch rr-r3, reflected sorne and to launch a campaign of action
of the important changes that have for that program on i nitional scale.
come about since the great depres- The conference was, in fact, the
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kickoff for the type of activities now
getting under way in many areas of
the country.

The eight-point program unques-
tionably has wide general support
and provides a basis for united ac-
tion of all trends in the labor move-
ment, notwithstanding its inade-
quacy in some important respects.
The program covered:

r. The Kennedy-McCarthy Bill for
extension of unemployed benefits to a
maximum of 39 weeks with a rise in
the amount to from a minimum of a

half of earnings to a maximum of tu'o-
thirds.
, z, A cut in taxes on lower incomes.

3. An expanded program of public
works.

4. A comprehensive school-construc-
tion program. '

5. Expanded housing construction in
the lower price level. i

6. Improvement in the Social Secur-

ity system (Foran Bill).
7. Federal aid for chronically depres-

sed areas (Douglas Bill).
8. Expansion of Wage-Hour cover-

age for some 9.5 millipn more workers.

SOME WEAKNESSES

emption per person. And the cost
of living has gone up considerably
since. The AFL-CIO leaders were
evidently still hampered by the view
they held as late as the December
convention, when George Meany
said in his keynote speech:

Yes, maybe it will be good to reduce
taxes in a campaign year, and we, like
all citizens, like relief from taxes. But
the American people must take the
positioa that there is no sacrifice that
we cannot and should not make to
protect our socurity as a nation and
everything we do must be measured
against that security.

Underscoring his pornt, Meany
added "we do not want a single
cent of reduction" at the alleged cost
of "defense" and "there is no price
too high to pay" for an armament
program to combat communism.
In a sense, therefore, Meany and
his associates backtracked some on
taxes, although hardly enough to
give the average person $zo more to
spend per year.

r The shorter workweek was not
in the prograrii. Nor did it receive

There are some striking weak- mention at the conference, although
nesses and omissions. The demand the December AFL-CIO convention
for a tax cut by a rise in personal approved it and the demand was
exemptions from $6oo to $7oo is so to figure as a major objective in
limited that some of the lobbyists 1958 bargaining.- Nevertheless, al-
reported congressmen told them though the demand was shelved for
ttrey were too modest in their de- bargaining by the auto and other
mand. This was a comedown from unions, the shorter workweek should
the CIO endorsement of a $r.og9 have had a place in the Washing-
exemption several years ago and the ton- ggqferelce as a legislative issue.

AFLt past support of an $8oo ex- A bill by Senator James Murray of
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Montana had been collecting dust can be turned to jobs faster than the
in cong.ressional_ files for some years. available uade with countries pop
It rvould amend the wage-hour law ulated by a billion souls. The AFL-
to efiect a twG.stage reduction of the cIO leaders overlooked trade with
week to. 35 hours. . That bill had the socialist countries because they
been endorsed b-y_ labor. Even from are still drawn back by their hard-
the standpoint of keeping the shorter bitten anti-sovietism.
workweek alive for later bargaining, Another element that was missing
it was essential to keep the bill be- in the conference was the direcl
foge_ 1!e public legislatively. _ voice of those who sufier unemploy-

Neither the conference nor 
- 
its ment; it did not reflect the ipirit

program even mentioned the fact of militancy that the thirries taught
that the Negro workers are hit by us musr accompany the struggle Tor
unemployment morg than twice as an "anti-depr.siion;, progrr-l-Th.r.
hard as whites. The Census Bu- was a strong reliance on ,'friends of
reau's latest report on employment labor" in Congress although Meany
shows. lix.qeen- pe,r cent of th9- Ne- - rapped both pirties for playing po-
gro. labor force is unemployed litical football with the 

-depreision.

against seven per cent.o{ the white LEADERS DISORIENTEDlabor force. It goes without saying LLr\r

that this evidence calls for a vigor- It was apparenr from the tone of
ous revival of the fight for Fair the conference that the leaders of
Employment Practices legislation. labor are quite disoriented. The ra-
But no less urgent are immediate pidity of the economic decline
steps,. possibly through. executive caught them by surprise. On occa-
action, that would call a halt to sions, to justify wage-increases, many
the discrimination trend in byoffr. of the labor leadirs have pointed
The. government's strong infu-e1ce out that unless mass pu{rihasing
in-the economy on the basis of the power is raised the country wiii
rules to which receivers of its con- plunge into a crisis. But bisically
tracts must conform, should enable the leaders of most unions are
it to wield an immediate weapon guided by the economics and ideol-
against discrimination. ogy of capitalism. The assurances

Neither the conference nor its of most economists that the econ-
program made any reference to the omy is merely experiencing a
possibilities of a quick expansion "breathing spell" infuenced - the
of qqade with the Fast. -Today it leaders, too.
is no-6ngai? mittii ior.speculaiion Anoiher retarding influence in the
on how big a market the socialist thinking of some of the labor lead-
countries offer. And there is hardly ers was the view that the economy
an "anti-recession" measure . that can be pumpprimed to a "prosper-
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ity" level permanently through
military orders. This view was a

close companion to the pro-cold-war
position of many of those leaders. It
*"r ,ot.*orthy, however, that the
prepared eight-point Prograql did
noi include a demand for higher
military expenditures. It was in his

keynote speech that MeanY sPoke

of 
' 

more 
-military orders, Placing

them third after the KennedY-Mc'
Carthy Bill and a tax cut, of the

measures he thought could have

most immediate efiect on jobs and

mass purchasing Power. Reuther

and David McDonald, however,

made no mention of militarY orders

in their speeches.
But .u.t MeanY, as others,

stressed that neither military orders

alone nor any other single measu,re

would be sufficient to influence the

economic situation. TheY saw the

magnitude of the problem as so tre-

*.idouu that only the application of
all the proposed "remedies" could
have an .fi.it. It is becorning hard-
er than ever to make the prosperity-

through-guns argument sound con-

vincirlg to people. McDonald noted

that in the past ten Years the coun-

trv was hit- bv three economic de'

clines. And those were the Years of
steadily rising military expenditures

to a ricord annual Peacetime figure
of $:8 billion.

Tfre ffemendous militarY orders

for the auto, farm imPlement and

aircraft industries did not staYe off
the mass unemPloYment of Reu-

ther's members 
- 
even during last

year's high "prosperity" level. But
while labor leaders recognize they
can no longer convince people that
the cold war ofiers "security" for
jobs, they are reluctant to admit
that it is precisely this cold war in-
fluence on the economy that had
distorted it and sharpened the con-
tradictions that bring crises'

It is the ever-growing militarY
budget that has built up the gov-
ernment into a monopolistic Moloch
who now eats a fifth of the coun-
try's economy. That government
influence, greater than any corpora'
don monopoly, demands the high tax
rate that eats substantially into the
worker's earnings. It is also a big
inflationary factor because as the
country's major purchaser of goods,

the government, run by big business
executives who encourage such a pol'
icy, is also the biggest bidder up
of the general price level. Also,
the government, through its tax
write-ofi and other forms of sub-
sidy, has been the major stimulator
of new technology, including auto.
mation, and much of the indusuial
expansion for which there is really
no constructive utilization in our
capitalist society.

It is the cold-war policy, of course,
that is responsible for cutting off
from America the bulk of the vast
potential Eastern market. Finally,
as has been proven in life, the leg-
islators in Washington don't have
to be "prodded" by labor to develop
a higher temperature for "defense"
spending. But by shouting so much
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of the non-existent "urgency" for
more military spending, the leaders
of labor give the legislators good
reason to hold expenditures for con-
structive domestic objectives to a

minimum.
..PERMANENT PROSPERITY"

ILUSION CRASHES

The speeches of Meany, Reuther
and McDonald voiced anger and
bitterness because'the Administra-
tion and the lords of the c4pitalist
economy have both bungled matters
and refuse to do much about them.
Meany's lengthy speech, notwith-
standing his own strong loyalty to
the capitalist system, was, in fact,
a sharp indictment of capitalism in
America today. Prauda ran the
speech in full in its March 18 is-

sue; so did Trwd, organ of the So-

viet trade unions, and Communist
papers in France and elsewhere.
Prauda noted in an accompanying
article that Meany's speech was an

eloquent admission that the much
advertised "built-ins" in the economy
assuring it "permanent prosperity"
have gone up in smoke. C)ne ex-
planation for the anger of McanY
ind other labor leaders is their diffi-
cultv to build confidence in the
capilafist system within the labor
movement as a "healthY" economY
in face of the economic heart-attacks
now coming every five Years.

Conspicuously absent at the con-

ference was the talk of Programs
to make the economY "dePression-

proof" of which we have been hear-

ing much in the recent past within
labor and liberal circles. It seemed
futile to do so in face of what life
itself has done to the "built-ins" and
"safety-valves."

Only two months before the con-
ference, a group of labor leaders
and some liberals in the business
and farm field, issued a document
in the name of the Conference on
Economic Progress, drawn up by their
economist, Leon Keyserling, who
headed President Truman's board of
economic advisors. Among the labor
leaders of that committee are Reu-
ther, Hayes of the Machinists, and
Knight of the Oil Workers. Keyser-
ling drew up a dreamlike picture
of a "depression-proof" America
with all present unemployed on iobs
and several more millions added
to the labor force at work, if-
and it's a big "if"-the country's
national income were raised by $8r
billion in three years, half of it in
higher wages. He thus saw the
possibility of a capitalist economy
on a steadily upward uend, if, in
some manner the government and
business executives of the country
could be brought around to agree-
ing on a $r,ooo average rise per fam-
ily income by 196r. The trade-union
press, of course, greeted the idea of
more jobs through higher wages.
But at the conference no one spoke
of Keyserling's or similar programs
that have been advanced in the re-
cent past. They seemed so unreal-
istic in face of the opposite trend
developing in life with the pur-
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chasing power falling, not rising.
The current depression has again

-and more strongly than ever-re-
futed the concept of the steadily ris-
ing economic curve under capital-
ism. The main concern, as ex-
pressed by Meany, is that the crisis
will "feed upon itself" and run out
of control, if some drastic measures
aren't taken immediately. The ques-
tion, as the leaders of that confer-
ence now saw it, is not whether
the economy, again in a depression,
can be made "depression-proofr" but
whether the decline can be leveled
ofi at some "not-too-bad" level.

Harry Van Arsdale, president of
the New York Central Trades and
Labor Council, addressing the New
York conference on unemployment,
said it was useless to talk of stop-
ping this depression because it should
have been done years ago. The prob-
lem now is "how to stop the next de-
pressionr" he said.

UNANSWERED QUESTTONS

The ideological helplessness of the
top labor leaders today was also
well illustrated in the speeches of
Reuther and McDonald. After pic-
turing'the sad state of employment
in ,the auto and farm equipment
field, Reuther warned that Ameri-
can capitalism faces a challenge from
the socialist world and asked "why
is it that we are capable of our
highest achievements only in time
of warl" He asked further, why "is
our society not able to match its war-
time achievements in time of peace?"

He only asked the questions. He
didn't answer them.

McDonald drew an equally de-
pressing picture of employment in
the steel industry. The problem, he
said, was not just to see how bad the
situation is, but to find a "cure."
He said some way tnust be found
to plan "permanent prosperity." But
after thus holding his listeners in sus-
pense, what was McDonald's "cure"l
He suggested the President rume a
committee of top business, Iabor
and other leaders who would hold
meetings until they "find a cure."
But McDonald hadn't the slightest
idea what it should be. He only
reaffirmed his confidence in what
he called our "democratic capital-
ism," and was horrified at the pos-
sibility that unions out to "destroy
our democratic capitalism" may re-
place those led by conservatives.

Stanley Ruttenberg, the econo-
mist of the AFL-CIO, observed that
in the past forty years (and they hap-
p€n to be the forty years since the
Russian revolution) there were
eight economic declines in the
United States. Ruttenberg said
nothing of the Soviet Union and
why there and in the socialist coun-
tries as a whole, there have been no
crises. But most of the speakers
did speak with horror of the still
greater loss of "leadership" for U.S.
capitalism because of the new crisis.
They were no less horrified by the
tremendous victories for the socialist
world in the months preceding the
conference. The Sputniks -only
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served to dramatize the trend. With-
in the four-month period that saw
U.S. production drop 13 per cent
and idle 25 Wr cent of the country's
productive capacity, the USSR's
economic data showed an eleven
p€r cent rise in production. And
the rate of increase is running about
the same in the other eastern coun-
tries-substantially higher in China.

A bare few months ago leaders
of the Right-wing laborliberal
camp (and even the revisionist
stripe "Marxists" who tail after
them) r,vere singing hossanahs to a
"new" capitalism that had found a
way to a depressionless era. Some
of the revisionists showed more in-
terest in Strachey than Marx. And
a companion to this refrain were
drumbeats of hope that the billion-
peopled socialist world would split
over ideological differences brought
on by the "new" capitalism, and
that Hungarian-type revolts would
spread and b,ring discredit upon the
Soviet Union. But how differently
events have turned out on both sides
of the "iron curtain"!

CONCLUSIONS

As we have said, the struggle
against the depression is still at an
early stage. The course of the strug-
gle in later stages will undoubtedly
bring new developments and influ-
ences into the working-class move-
ment. But some {eatures of the
struggle and the obligation it places

upon the militant Left, are already
quite evident.

r. The fact the labor movement
assumed an obligation to wage a
struggle in the interest of the unem-
ployed, and the inaugural step with
the Washington conference, is an
important move in the right direc-
tion.

z, The program in that struggle
is inadequate and the conference
did not emphasize the need of mass
struggle to win it. But Left-progres-
sives should put primary emphasis
on helping to arouse and broaden
the struggle for that program. Ex-
perience is already showing that as
the struggle progresses at state and
local levels-as demonstrated in the
Michigan march on Lansing and
the Chicago and New York ionfer-
ences-the fight and its program
also take on a more advanced char-
acter. Experience is the greatest
teacher, especially during stiuggles
in the midst of a depresiion. - -

3. Left-progressives should not be
limited to rhe demands endorsed
in Washington, b,ut should find
every .opportunity to stress others,
like those we nored above. But
such improvement on labor's pro-
gram should be sought in a positive
way, within the framework of ac-
tive support for the objectives ad-
vanced by labor.

4. While the labor movemenr as-
sumes a responsibility for its un-
employed, it must be borne in mind
that not all sections of labor show
an equal awareness and vigor in
the struggle. Moreover, the-re are
large sections of unemployed in
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whom no union assumes even formal
concern. They are the non-union-
izrd. Or they may be of communi-
ties largely populated by Negro,
Puerto Rican, Mexican and other
groups subject to discrimination and
neglect by the unions. Large num-
bers of unemployed are uninformed
of their rights to benefits. Thus,
work in the unemployed field need

not be confined to union auspices.

Some existing community groups
can take the initiative or new grouPs
of unemployed can be formed on a

community level, where advisable.

5. AFL-CIO headquarters in
Washington, in calling on every lo-
cal to activate the Community Ser-
vices Committee or counsellors to
assure all possible help and activity
for the unemployed, has opened
an important avenue for involving
tens of thousands of rank and file
workers in the work. Here is an-
other form of activity in which the
work of Left progressives could be
most valuable to the labor move-
ment.

6. The traditional pattern that was
so brutally evident in the Hoover
depression-of Negroes being last
hired and first 6red---<ontinues in
force basically notwithstanding the
progress that was made against dis'
crimination in the past generation.
The Left-progressives are expected

to give special attention to condi'
tions of the most oppressed grouPs,

especially the Negro and Puerto
Rican workers.

7. The role of socialism in the
struggle assumed both ideological-
agitational and immediate practical
importance. Never was a situation
more ripe for socialist education.
Never was capitalism as a system
more under question among many
people. Never was the opportunity
better to translate socialism in terms
of conditions in America. The trend
throughout the world is in the di-
rection of a greater prestige for so.
cialism, and refutation of anti-sc,
cialist ideologists in or outside the
ranks of socialism. Marxists, while
fighting for every big and small
measure to cornbat the depression
and resist the efforts of Big Busi-
ness to shift the burden on the backs
of the masses, have an opportunity
to revitalize socialist thinking in
America. And there is another re-
lated element: those who hate capi-
talism most fight the hardest even
for the elementary immediate ob.
jectives. It was quite apparent in the
tone of the speeches at the Washing-
ton conference that the labor lead-
ers who so fervently state their con-
fidence in the capitalist "free enter-
prise" system, are very reluctant to
even embarrass it, let alone 6ght it.
It is enmity towards the system of
capitalist exploitation that lends to
Marxists the vigor and militancy in
the fight against all that capitalism
brings. That was proven in the
Hoover depression and will be dem-
onstrated again in the Eisenhower
depression.

lJ. S. Farmers: Problems and Proposals

By John Hellman*

THrs anrrcr,n wrLL outline some fea-
tures of the economic and political
situation in U.S. agriculture today
and the historic trends in operation;
against this background it will dis-
cuss our past and future approach
to rural problems. May any con-
troversial opinions stimulate a con-
structive discussion. Statistics are
taken from reports of the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture and U.S.
Census Bureau, unless otherwise
noted.

Three most significant features of
U.S. agriculture are: The steady and
rapid elimination of farmers; the
chronic crisis of "over-production"l
the fact that many millions of rural
people constitute the rock bottom
of the economic and social ladder.

ln ry57, the U.S. farm population
of zo396,ooo was ru/o of the na-
tional total. This was less than half
of the 1933 percentage of. 25.8/s
(32,393,ooo on farms). The rate of
elimination is increasing. U.S. farm
population dropped r,86r,ooo from
April i956 to April, 1957. The Cen-
sus Bureau reports this as "one of the
largest (changes) ever recorded."

Total farms dropped frorn 6,812,-
*rj tg34 to 4,783,ooo at the.time

I The author is Chaimn of the Party in Moa-
tana, and a membcr of the National Comittee,
CPUSA._EI.

of the last cerlsus ^ ,g54. The sharp-
est decline was in the South as share-
cropping gave way to technological
change such as the mechanical cot-
ton picker. In 1935 Southern ren-
ants including sharecroppers totalled
r,83r,475; their number had shrunk
to 6h,483 in ry54

Agriculture is the sector of our
economy which is most chronically
in a crisis of over-production. The
only exceptions in recent decades
have been the two World Wars
which created a vast export market
and military demand. Farmers who
selfishly jumped on the bandwagon
for the 

_ 
Korean 'War, becaur. tl.y

expected-a big increase in consump-
tion of farm products and , conje-
quent boom in prices, were sorely
disappointed to find that it takes a
world holocaust to absorb, their full
production potential.

Farm acreage in production in
rg57- was the lowest since r9r9, yet
production equalled the ,tt-tii"e
peak_.- Farm productivity rises
steadily as a result of:

.r- Existence- of genuine competition
which also influences,

z. Increased investment of capital.
3. Hybrids and orher improved

varieties of plants and animals. 
'

4. More fertilizers.
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5. Greatly increasod use of insecti-
cides, herbicides and anti-biotics.

6. Use of urea to promote rapid
fattening and growth of animals and
fowl vrith less feed.

The steady deterioration of eco
nomic conditions in the country-
side is indicated by the following:

r. Wages paid larrn worfters in ry55
were 3z/o of what lactory labor got,
while in 1945 the ratio was a8/6. (Re-
ported by Frank L. Noakes at "A Con-
ference on Migratory l-abor and I-ow
Income Farmers" in New York City,
Nov. r3, 1957).

z, Net income of farm operators
was $rr.6 billion in 1957 compared
to the peak of $16.9 billion in 1947.

3. The farm operators' share of the
naiional income dropped trom 9.r/o
in ry47 to 3.57o in ry57. A further
breakdown of income by size of
farms increases the picture of inequal-
ity. In rg54, 582,945 farms had sales

over $rorooo, and this group, amount-
ing to rz.z/s of all farms, accounted
Ioi 58.2/s of all farm income' At
the 

-bottom, with sales of less than
$z,5oo each, were r,225'775 full-time
farms representing 25.flo of total
farms bui only 7.r/o of total dollar
output. In addition, Part-time and
residential farms totalled t,455,4o4-
3o.4fo of. total farms with only z.o/o
of farm receipts.

a. The falmers' parity ratio of
prites received compared to prices
paid fell to 8z in rg57 trorn a Peak
of rr5 in ry47.

<. ?he faimers' share of the con'
suire.', food dollar was 4o/o in ry57
compared to a peak "f SlTo in ry47.
This was lowel than the 4zlo in
r9z9 buteabove the bottom of 3zls

^ ,g33. These percentages indicate
the success of monopoly food proces-
sors, in contrast to farmers, in main-
taining profits during a depresion.

6. U.S. farm exports are down ea/o
from a year ago (Wall Strect loarnal,
Feb. 24, 1958). In 1957, exp rts rep.
resented ry/" of farm cash receipts
and included SST, of all wheat pro-
duction and 57/o of all cotton pro-
duction.

WHAT ROLE
FOR THE PARTY?

In the face of these rural prob.
lems what role can our Party play
in the countryside ? For the past
year a National Farm Commission
of our Party_has been operating on a
limited scale. Its discussions have
dealt with program, activities and
organization among {amily farmers

-in 
other words, mainly middle

farmers. The Commission has not
yet probed the special problems of
the South or the critical problems
of farm workers. The Commission,
while reminded at times that sev-

eral million agricultural workers ex-
ist, includes no representation from
this vast group, and apparently our
work and contact among them are
very limited.

This weakness has been recorded
frequently in the past. For ex-

ample, Comrade Pettis Perry stated
(Political Affairs, |uly, r95r): "To
me the most imPortant question
is the lack of sufficient attention to
the organization of the agricultural
workers." And, "The greatest over-
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all weakness in all of our work is
the lack of building our Party rap-
idly and increasingly among the
poor farmers and agricultural work-
ers.t'

His words are still valid today.
This long-continuing weakness is a
serious opportunist error that has its
roots in the composition of our
rural Party members and in a lack of
application of Marxism-Leninism.
Top Party leaderihip bears a heavy
responsibility for neglect o{ the
farm question and the failure to
develop understanding of it among
all sections of the organization. A
review of our educational endeavors
fails to reveal any comprehensive
study of the agrarian question. To
restrict discussion and study of the
agrarian question to farmers is as

wrong as restricting study of the
Negro question to Negroes. Only
by understanding the agrarian ques-
tion can farmers be won as an ally
of the working class.

The most important future class
struggles in the countryside will be
fought by the agricultural workers

-the lowest paid and most impover-
ished group in the U.S. Their per-
manence and growing importance
is assured by the rapid growth of
larger-scale production, division of
labor and the extension of monopoly
control with its "vertical integra-
tion" whereby production and any
or all of such other operations as

processing, packaging and distribu-
tion are brought under unified con-
trol. But U.S. agriculture needs to

be studied on a regional basis, and
any approach must be modified with
the understanding that agricultural
workers have far greater significance
in some states than others.

Our scattered rural Party mem-
bership is mainly small farmer. The
result is a subjective approach.
These farm comrades tend'-to see
their own economic and political
problems as the farm question. Like-
wise, such farm comrades do the
most prodding of Party leadership
on the farm question and the leader-
ships falls into the same narrow
approach.

A program for the protection of
poor and middle farmers is an ur-
gent question with which we are
concerned. But what should be our
approach and programl

The U.S. has had a tradition and
history of vast numbers of small
farmers because of peculiar features
of development, especially the avail-
ability of new land for a century
after the establishment of capitalism
and during its rapid expansion, and
the bourgeois-democratic advances
during the Civil War period which
won "homesteads" for many set-
tlers, despite weaknesses in the
Homestead Act.

Nevertheless the small farmer is
a survival of a past mode of pro-
duction. His counterpart in induitry
is long gone. The elimination of
small individual producers under
capitalism is a law of development
that can be softened or modified
b'ut not halted or reversed. Our
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greatest emphasis in the countryside
must not be on that group which is
being eliminated and steadily de-
clining in importance. A few small
farmers will, with the most favorable
combination of conditions, hard
work and the exploitation of their
children, climb the economic ladder
to where they can live from the la-
bor of others. Far more small farm-
ers will be eliminated as such.

We will unite with all who are
sincerely interested in shielding poor
and middle farmers from their ene'
mies and in saving them from ex-
tinction as farmily farmers; but any
success will, at best, be only Par-
tial. We do not advocate the elimi-
nation of the small indePendent
farmer. We recognize it as an in-
evitable development due to modern
technology, and under capitalism it
is carried out with characteristic
harshness and indifierence to human
consequences. The small farmer does

not give up his difficult struggle
to enter a better, easier and more
hopeful activity in industry or as

, prrrn., in a'modern collectivelY-
owned farm enterprisel but leaves

his home a beaten, bitter and miser-
able man, his family in like condi-
tion, to become an imPoverished
farm laborer or to seek without skill
or experience an existence among the
oooreit sections of the industrial
ivorking class. For the remainder of
his [fJ he frequently nurses the
dream of returning to the land.

Since World War II the Cham-
ber of Commerce, NAM and others

have frequently called for the elimi-
nation of several million small farm-
ers for "inef6ciency." On the aver-
age, small producers cannot match
the large producers in the effective
use of modern machinery, scientific
methods and division of labor. Yet
this is far from the whole picture.
Huge enterprises do not automati-
cally result in greater efficiency, es-

pecially in the production of certain
farm products. The ?reseat aduap-
tage of the larger oPerutor lies heaa-
ily in his exploitation of labor and
the reaping ol surplus aalue. Also
the large cornpetitor of the small
farmer uses his greater resources
and size of operation to secure spe-
cial political and economic advan-
tages such as favorable legislation,
partial or unfair administration of
laws, cheaper credit or special
prices for his products.

In the recent past we failed to
clearly and widely explain the causes
and inevitability of the extinction
of family farmersl and therefore,
by inference, supported the reform.
ist illusion that the elimination of
family farmers carr somehow be
halted under capitalism. It is our
responsibility to be honest and forth-
right on the matter even though
the truth be painful.

Frederick Engels wrote:

It is the duty of our Party to make
clear to the pe'asants again and again
that their position is absolutely hope-
less as long as capitalism holds sway,
that it is absolutely impossible to pre-
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serve their small holdings for them as
such, that capitalist large-scale produc-
tion is absolutely sure to run over
their impotent antiquated system of
small production as a train runs over
a pushcart. If we do this we shall act
in conformity with the inevitable
trend of economic development, and
this development will not fail to bring
our words home to the small peas-
ants. (The Peasant Question in Fronce
and Germany).

We sharply oppose the Big Busi-
ness program of callously scrapping
millions of farmers, but what pro-
gram can actually aid the small
farmer I Obviously past and present
legislation is ineffective. Practically
all farm programs to date have been
set up or administered (or both)
to the advantage of the big farm-
ers. Also there are many instances
where farmers large and small were
"propped up" not for their bene-
6t but to indirectly subsidize finan-
cial, machinery and supply institu-
tions to whom the farmer was in
debt.

From the great Populist move-
ment of the r89o:s through more
recent times the small farmers have
a generally fine record of anti-mo-
nopoly struggle, unity with labor and
opposition to war and militarism.

Our contribution to present strug-
gles of family farmers should be
the development of a more consist-
ent class approach and conscious-

ness. Family farmers can only be
assisted under capitalism by the most
determined resistance to their class

enemy-monopoly capital and the
corporate and rich farmers. The
family farmer can only be aided by
programs that have a decidedly un-
equal approach in favor of the fam-
ily farmer-at least not unequal in
favor of the big ones. Fofiowing
are suggested approaches to a pro-
gram for poor and middle farmers:

A SUGGESTED
PROGRAM

r. Parity prices paid ro a farm
operator must cover only that
amount of production necessary to
sustain a family farmer. Such a limi-
tation was first proposed by the Pro-
gressive Party in 1948, with $ro,ooo
gross value of farm production per
farm operator to be protected by
price. supports. Later, Secretary ol
Agriculture Brannan borrowed t}re
idea for his Brannan Plan but weak-
ened it by raising to $z5,ooo the
amount of production to be sup
ported.

z. All cuts in acreage or produc-
tion must be taken on the big pro-
ducers, with a minimum level o1 pro-
duction ab,solutely protected against
any. cut-back. For example, wheat
farmers have had their allowable
acreage cut approximately 35/o the
past several years. Such a cut re-
duces the profits of the big operator,
but is disastrous for the small farm-
er who was just getting by on his
full acreage.

3. Loans at very low interest rates
must be made available to family
farmers only.
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4. Federal hail, drought and
other crop insurance should cost a

nominal amount on that quantity
of production oecessary to maintain
a family farmer.

5. A graduated land tax that sharp
ly increases the rate of property
taxation on large holdings. Our tax
structure requires that this issue be
raised on a state rather than Fed-
eral level.

6. Agricultural workers must be
organized and their living standards
raised to the level of factory labor.
Some family farmers already real-
ize that this will be of key assist-

ance to them; others will readily
understand it. The family farmer
sells on a market that is decisively
influenced by the cost of production
on large industrial farms which pay
wages that are 3z/o (in 1955) of
those paid in other industries. If
wages of agricultural workers were
tripled this would have a dramatic
efiect on the living standards of
small farmers. It is true that food
processing, machinery and other
monopolies rob the farmers, but the
prices paid and received by f.arm-
ers still have a definite relationship
to the cost of poduction in agricul-
ture as a whole. The family farm-
ers who depend mosdy on their own
labor cannot maintain an "Ameri-
can" standard of living when agri-
cultural prices are keyed to the op-
eration of big farms who exPloit
labor to the extent that it receives
a miserably inadequate standard of

living and this for only part of the
year. Inevitably the small farmcrs
must consrune (*d surrender)
their meagre bit of capital; they can-
not even in any numbers survive
by reverting to the primitive exist-
ence and methods of a century ago.

SMALL FARMER
CHARACTERISTICS

The family farmer displays the
vacillating weakness of the petty
bourgeois. When he is about to go
under he becomes ultra-rebellious;
and when temporary prosperity
comes his way he swings quickly
in the other direction. Our Party
helped lead mass farm struggles
during the Great Depression and
recruited thousands of familv farm-
ers who left the struggle for basic
change all too quickly when war
brought better times. The failure
to appreciate this vacillating quality
of family farmers and to realize that
their relative prosperity plus the at-
tacks of McCarthyism would result
in a substantial political retreot, con:
tributed heavily to sectarian errors in
farm activity after ry47, Unfortu-
nately some progressive farmers still
self-righteously refuse to be critical
of their tactical error of trying to
advance when the mass of farmers
were in general retreat on contro-
versial questions of international
relations and civil liberties. Instead
these progressives assume a cynical
attitude toward existing farm or-
ganizations and an aloofness towards
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the great need and good opportuni-
ties for political work among organ-
ized farmers.

The material conditions of the
small farmer create a strong indi-
vidualism. His system of froduc-
tion requires great self-reliance and
he often works for days without
much human contact beyond the
family. Consequently a coliective ap
proach is difficult to develop. On the
other hand, small farmers do more
reading than other groups because
of the isolation of rural life and the
slack seasons of work. Literature
should play a prominent role in po-
litical activity among farmers.

By far the best, and the main
current in the defense struggles
of the family farmers has been and
must be one which recognizes and
promotes their fraternal interests
rvith the industrial workers-the
principle expressed as farm-labor
unity, a unity in resistance to mo-
nopoly capitalism which we may
confidently expect to reach logical
fulfillment in unity for achievement
of a socialist economy.

The growing economic crisis in-
creases the extreme difficulties of ag-
ricultural workers. They are almost
totally unorganized. Most work is
seasonal and uncertain. City unem-
ployed are now seeking farm work
and will further food the rural la-
bor market and make it possible
for employers to drive wages and
conditions still lower. (A spot check
in Montana indicated that ranchers
who have bieen paying nine to

twelve dollars a day for good hired
help expect to get it for as low
as five dollars this year because of
the heavy unemployment.)

NEED FOR
ORGANIZATION

The ftey question for agicultural
uorfters is their organization into
effectiue unions. Only a few thou-
sand out of several million are now
organized. In ry57, H. L. Mitchell,
president of the National Agricul-
tural Workers Union (AFLCIO),
reported r,5oo members. The United
Packinghouse Workers is reported
to have a ferv agricultural workers
organized.

Widespread backing for an organ-
izing drive was indicated at "A Con-
ference on Migratory Labor and
Low Income Farmers" called by the
National Sharecroppers Fund in
New York City on Nov. 13, 1957
(a good detailed report is in Facts
For Farmers, Dec., 1957). Though
the AFL-CIO was asked to provide
allout "moral and financial" aid for
an organizing drive, no such cam-
paign has yet developed or been an-
nounced. In fact, the AFL-CIO re-
cently discharged a considerable
number of its organizers. It has been
argued that agricultural workers
can't be organized because of mi.
grancy and seasonal work. Seamen
frequently change lobs and travel
over the globe yet maintain effec-
tive unions. In many other nations
agricultural workers are r,vell-organ-
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ized and are vital sections of the
trade-union movement.

Actually the maior insidious ob,
stacle to organizing agricultural
workers and. improving their lot is
chauuinism. A majority of such
workers belong to national minori-
ties-Negro, Mexican, Indian, Puer-
to Rican, Oriental and others. Chau-
vinism is undoubtedly a suong fac-
tor in the failure of the AFL-CIO
to launch tlle necessary organizing
drive.

Urgent legislative needs of agri-
cultural workers-needs that can be
fought for and won by existing
trade union, farm, Negro and other
mass organizations to their own great
benefit as well as that of the agri-
cultural workers-include:

r. The key issue is to extend the
Foderal minimum wage law to agricul-
ture. Most agricultural work pays less
than the presenr Federal minimum
of $r.oo and much work is done for
less than 50 cents per hour.

z. Unemployment insurance cover-
age. A survey of a considerable num-
ber of states failed to locate any that
extend unemployment compensation
protection to farm workers.

3. Provide full social security cov-

erage. The present law is discrimina-
tory. Farm workers must work at least
zo days or iarn at least $r5o with an
employer before their wages are con-
sidered for social security purpo,ses.

4. Eliminate restrictions that usu-
ally exclude migrants from welfare
and relief payments.

5. A Federal housing and saniu-
tion program for farm workers.

6. Reduce length of residence re-
quirefnents and other restrictions that
disfranchise migrant workers. V.ry
few of them now vote. Of course
this is over and above the large prob-
lem of the right to vote for all citi-
zens of the South.

Space does not permit the dis-
cussion of such vital aspects of the
farm question as farmJabor unity,
the role of farm cooperatives, the
question of large-scale cooperative
farming under capitalism or the pos-
sible features of U.S. agriculture
under socialism.

Communists made notable con-
tributions to farm struggles during
the Great Depression. With the
same spirit of dedication and with
a Marxist understanding of the
trends in U.S. agriculture, our Party
can again play a vital role in the
countryside.

The SuperioriU of lttorld Socialism 0ver

tTorld Capitalism.
By William Z. Foster

We ftnow our rcados uill be especially hoppy to see this articlc by
William Z. Fost*; its appearance is a highlight in his bottle to recouer from
thc seucre auacft thot laid him low oacr ha$ a ycar ago. Foacr still is aery
ill, bat with indomitable courage hc is f.ghting his woy bacft into actiac
seraice on behafi of Socialism.-Editor.

ONr on rHE Mosr striking features
accompanying the world excitement
over the launching of the Soviet Sput-
nik in October r957-the first Ameri-
can satellite was l4unched in February
r95&-were the admissions by the
spokesmen of the United States and
other imperialist countries, of lagging
behind the USSR in various lines of
basic activity. Never before had any-
thing like this taken place. One thing
about this orgy of "self<riticism,"
however, was the fact that although
American spokesmen confessed the in-
adequacy of United States work in
various fields, they were careful not
to impugn the capitalist system itself
as being inferior to Socialism.

Here is exposed one of the most
marked attitudes of the capitalist sys-
tem towards the Socialist system over
the years-the refusal of the United
States .and. all imperialist countries to
recognize in any way the superiority
of the Socialist system, even when
this is of the most outstanding and un-
mistakeable character. The imperialist
spokesmen have expended great efiorts
through the years to explain away the
remarkable achievements of Socialism

by. all kinds of excuses and shallow
arguments. The reason for this is, of
course, that it is psychologically im-
possible for the capitalist class to recog-
nize the superiority of Socialism, for
to do so would be to admit the bank-
ruptcy of capitalism. Hence, since the
foundation of Socialism by the Russian
Revolution in r9t7, up to the present
time, one of the fundamental prin-
ciples of the imperialists has b€en to
never admit any kind of basic superior-
ity of Socialism in practice, although
now they are finding it increasingly
difficult to obscure from their own
followers the tremendous advances of
the Socialist countries.

Of course, increasing millions of
people have been able to perceive the
revolutionary core and unique charac-
ter of Russian history; they are begin-
ning to realize Socialism's superiority
to an extent never possible before.
This is an event of major historical
importance. This ideological rervalu-
ation of capitalism and Socialism is one
of the most basic characteristics of the
present period.

'Th. author is happy to acknowledge ttre as'
sistance of Jack Shulman in the preparation of
this article.

t9
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SOME EJ(AMPLES OF
SOCIALIST SUPERIORITY

Innumerable instances may be given
of capitalist spokesmen obscuring the
outstanding achievcments of Social-
ism by a tissue of lies. In the past
forty years of the history of the So-
viet Union, the young Socialist coun-
try has made many magnificent
achievements which clearly showed
the superiority of Socialsm. Some of
these are:

r) First, was the seizure and hold.
ing of power by the Bolsheviks. This
refuted every political concept of the
bourgeoisie, and they did not hesitate
in prophesying daily the defeat of the
Russian Revolution. But it lived on,
showing the special vitality of this
revolution, and its unlimited power.

z) The specific victory of the Revo-
lution in the Civil War of r9r8-r9ao
was undoubtedly one of the outstand-
ing political events in the history of
mankind. It was one of the many
"impossibilities" that have made up the
history of the Russian Revolution.
The war-weary, starving, non-indus-
trialized Russians were able to beat
back the combined imperialist coun-
tries of the world trying to strangle
the young Socialist Republic. Flere un-
doubtedly was an event of superlative
quality. The bourgeoisie have nothing
in their history to compare with this
achievement, and they have taken
great pains to obscure and hide the
special significance of this whole epi
sode in the history of the Russian
Revolution.

3) The rapid industrialization of the
Soivet Union through the Five-Year
Plans and the collectivization of agri-
culture, dso represented one of the
most revolutionary developments in the

history of mankind, which far sur-
passgs the erstwhile revolutionary
achievements of the bourgeoisie. The
capitalists have tried by every means
to paint these achievements as failures,
and to hide the amazing accomplish-
ments of the Socialist system in these
fields; thus they attempt to obscure
the innate superiority of the Soviet sys-

tcm in industry and agriculture over
the capitalist system.

4) The superiority of Socialism over
capitalism was also made manifest
during the economic crisis .ot ry29
The fact that the Socialist system was
able to boom ahead, making unprece-
dented gains in production while the
capitalist system lay prostrate all over
the world, was such a dramatic demon-
stration of the superiority of Socialism
over capitalism that even the most
clever soothsayers and devoted ser-
vants of the capitalist system had
great difficulty trying to defend their
system in the face of the tremendous
strides being made in the USSR.

5) Another of the many outstand-
ing examples Socialism gave as it grew
over the years, of its inherent superior-
ity over capitalism, was its crushing
defeat of Hitler's mighty armies. Hit-
ler, at the height of his power, had
practically all of Europe in his grasp,
with most of its labor force (except
England) working as slave labor be-

hind his "invincible" war machine. It
outnumbered the productive power
of thc USSR by at least 4 to r, and its
armed forces also heavily outnum-
bered the Russians. When Hitler at-
tacked the Soviet Union in |une r94r,
the bourgeois experts throughout the
capitalist world, including America,
relying upon their own traditional
standards of measurement, were in
unanimous agreement that he would
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defeat the Soviet Union in a matter
of a few weeks. Yet, when the chips
were all counted, the Hider war m&
chine was completely crushed, while
the Soviet Union emerged victorious
and stronger than ever. While, of
course, Hitler's defeat was not due
only to the Soviet Union, the main
blows against Hitler came from the
USSR. This represents a superlative
achievement totally without compari-
son in bourgeois history.

6) Among the many achievements
of the Russian Revolution without
parallel in capitalist history was the
rapid rebuilding of the Soviet Union
after the destruction it suflered in
World War II. The Hitler war ma-
chine had wiped out about half of
the industry of the USSR, and killed
ofl rz million of its people; ncverthe-
less, the country recovered its eco-

nomic forces at a rate unmatc.hed all
over the world (and without the
"aid" of American dollars) showing
that the reculrrative power of the
Soviet Union as a Socialist country
was incomparably greater than that of
any capitdist country. The USSR has

already surpassed the productive ca-
pacity of pre-war years several times
over,-and is forging far ahead.

The above list of examples of the
superiority of Socialism in practice
in the Soviet Union, over capitalism
in the past period is only partial; many
more could be cited. The revolution-
ary vigor and accompanying character-
istics of the Soviet Union from its birth
are now being duplicated by the young-
er Socialist countries which have come
upon the scene lately. This is shown
particularly by the great Chinese Revo-
Iution, which has gone through a

revolutionary period of z5 years of
civil war and intervention, and is now

astounding the world with the spee'd

of its prolress in industrialization and
moderirizition. The Chinese Revolu-
tion, embracing one-fourth of the hu.
man race, is accomplishing things
that are obviously far beyond the pos-

sibility of any cipitalist country. The
imperialist apologists are trying 

-to 
ob-

scuie and minimize the significance
of the great achievements of the Chi-
nese pe-ople, but these fabrications will
pror.;ort as emPty and foolish as their
iong+ontinued attlmpts to belittle the
resilts of the Russian Revolution .

***
Bv the time of the end of World

Wai II, the tempo of revolutionary de-

velopment of the Soviet Union, and
latei of China, was very great, and
becomins more and more obvious.
This peiiod, as we have already indi'
cated,'had already produced the rapid
rebuiidins of thi Soviet Union after
the war's" destruction, followed by the

swift breaking of the atom bomb mo'
nopolv of thJ United States, and then
th; still swifter liquidation of the

American hydrogen 
-bomb 

monopoly.
These startiing 

- 
developments badly

upset the timeLble of 
-the 

war-plan-
nine imperialists, who didn't consider

it iossible for the Soviet Union to
achieve these results for many years,

if ever. The imperialists had always

resarded the Rusiians as a nation of
oJontt. who would never be able to
iu...o.n" the tremendous head-start

of manv vears of development of sci'

ence in'the caDitalist countries, which
had the ,.rooi.., of the whole world
to draw on. Consequently, it became

extremely difficult for the imperialists
to explain away these new develoP

mentsl and they had to resort to all
sorts of fartastic reasoningl thus, the
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quick development of the atom and
hydrogen bomb by the Russians was
ascribed to the kidnapping of German
scientists, or to the stealing of atom
bomb secrets by the martyied Rosen-
bergs in this country.

Among the other striking achieve-
ments of the period, indicating the
rapid development of the USSR and
China, was the defeat of the imperial-
ist armies during the Korean War
of r95o-53, in which the Chinese
smashed the most highly developed
imperialist forces, although they thim-
selves were largely without airplanes
and other modern equipment. Then
came the ending of the Indo-Chinese
War, in 1954, where once again the
armies of this backward country, re-
peating the successes of China in Ko-
rea, were able to defeat the most
highly equipped imperialist armies of
France, which were aided by the
United States. Then again note the
inability of the British and French im-
perialists to go through with their at-
tack upo,n Egypt in 1956, basically
because of the opposition of Socialist
lands.

One of the most striking aspects
of this whole period was the enor-
mous growth of the military strength
of the revolutionary forces, particu-
larly the USSR and China. In fact,
so great was this, that the imperialists
were seriously checked in their avowed
purpose of a "preventive" atomic war
against the USSR and China.

Already the growth of the revolu-
tionary forces was so rapid in contrast
with those of imperialism, that in So
cialist circles it was freely talked about
as the historic period when Socialism
would establish its world superiority
with regard to the capitalist system in
general and imperialism in particular.

This became a living question at the
zoth Congress of the CPSU, in Man
1956, where the rapid advance of the
Socialist powers to world superiority
was clearly porntod out. It also was
concretely discussed in the Chinese,
American, and otlrer Communist par-
ties. Obviousln the question of the
superiority of Socialism'as against the
erstwhile superiority of the capitdist
system was now on the immediate or-
der of the day. 

* *

At this time, two general events
developed which tended to obscure,
at least for the moment, the rapid
growth of Socialist superiority in the
world; and even to create false beliefs
that Socialism was suflering a regres-
sion. The first of these was the capi-
talist post-war industrial boom. This
was especially strong in America, and
influenced the post-war capitalist boom
all over the world. An especially vig-
orous crop of prosperity illusions
mushroomed, and theories developed
on all sides that capitalism had finally
mastered its econornic crises, was en-
tering a period of endless prosperity,
and that Socialism was now no longer
nocessary, much less inevitable, for the
imperialist countries.

The second of these features tend-
ing to obscure the growth of Social-
ism, was the anti-democratic practices
of Stalin in his later years, as revealed
by Khrushchev at the 2oth Congress
of the CPSU. This factor, of Stalin's
violations of Socialist democracy, pa.r-

ticularly taken in connection with the
post-war imperialist economic boom,
tended to confuse many people, and
even to cast discredit upon the So
cialist movement, with the efiect that
in several countries (Poland, Hungary,

etc.) considerable dissatisfaction e:G
isted among the workers, while in
Great Britain, Canada, and especially
the United States, serious crisis de-
veloped in the Communist parties.
Undoubtedly, Stalin's mistakes had
greatly facilitated the success of the
always-present plotting of the impe-
rialists against the Socialist states, and
this tended to give some semblance of
workers' support to the counter-revo-
lutionary attempts of world imperial-
ism to overthrow the Socialist regimes
of various People's Democracies. The
Revisionists throughout the world
C-ommunist movement began to de-
clare with great distortion that the
Communist world movement was in a
crisis similar to the crisis of the Sec-
ond International at the outbreak of
World War I.

These factors, however, of the post-
war capitalist economic boom and the
Stalin revelations, could not change,
much less for long obscure, the rapid
revolutionary developments that were
taking place in the Soviet Union,
China, and other Socialist countries.
In fact, capitalism was in for the most
startling shock in this respect, in the
development of the Soviet earth satel-
lite, the Sputnik, the effects of which
have continued ever since to shake the
foundations of world bourgeois ideol-
ogy after its appearance in October
r957.

At first, the imperialist soothsayers,
such as Charles Wilson, U.S. Secretary
of Defense, tried to laugh oft the new
Russian satellite as being a gadget
and a clever trick; but this obviously
fell fat. The launching of. a satellite
into space by human endeavor, was of
such stupendous importance that it
broke through every attempt of the
bourgeoisie to belitde and minimize

its significance, until it set the whole
caoitalist intellectual world atremble.
Mln had at last broken the bounds
of space and had launched a vehicle
that- was no longer confined to the
gravity of the earth. This marks an
epoch in the life of man and of science.

Space travel between the planets has

now become a practical matter.
The consternation and confusion of

the American imperialist world over
.this question lasted for several months,
until early February 1958, when the
U.S. Army succeeded in launching its
"Explorer" satellite (later to be fol-
lowed by more successful launchings).
This notable achievement did much to
restore the gravely damaged prestige
of the United States, but it must be

remembered that the Soviet Sputnik
is on a much larger scale than that
of the U.S. forces. It is generally rec-

ognized that in this field the Ameri-
can techniques are far behind those
of the Soviets.

The success of the Sputnik, corning
as it did on the heels of the advances
in the jet plane field, as well as the
ICBM field, lighted up a whole series

of other outstanding and revolution-
ary achievements and superiorities oI
Socialism over imperialism, of which
the bourgeoisie, with its domination
of the press and other means of in-
formation, had succeeded in hiding
the real significance, as usual. Among
these may be mentioned the revolu-
tionary significance of the rapid in-
dustrial rate of growth of the Socialist
countries. All of a sudden, the bptrr-
geois thinkers began to realize the
revolutionary implications of the fact
that for many years the Soviet Union,
and now China and other Socialist
countries, were increasing their indus
trial output at a rate from z to ro
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times that of the imperialist world.
They began to see thai this is a fatal
handicap in the long run for their
system.

Another thing revealed by the So-
viet Sputnik, as by a fash of lightning
was the superiority of the Soviet educa-
tional system. It had been noted pre-
viously by m.any that the Soviet Un-
ion was training more and better
equipped scientisrs than the United
States was, but this was slurred over
and obscured, and belittled in the
usual manner. But the advent of the
Sputnik exposed the revolutionary sig-
nificance of this superiority of Socialiit
education over capitalism, and the bour-
geoisie learned with a soul-shaking
shock that the Soviet Union was pro-
ducing scientists at twice as great a rate
as America, and generally had an edu-
cational system far superior to the
American, and particularly so in the
field of science. It became also sud-
denly obvious that in many branches
of science the Russians were in the
lead; and where they were not yet
ahead, were rapidly catching up and
about to take the lead.

Then ensued one of the most re-
markable ideological breakdowns in
history, with the imperialists, not only
in the United States, but also in the
rest of the capitalist world, standing
more or less aghast at the exposure
of the backwardness of their system.
They were not prepared as yet, how-
ever, to recognize the superiority of
Socialism over capitalism, which is
the true meaning of this series of events
which we have been reciting; but
they did come closer to such a recogni-
tion than ever before.

These spectacular demonstrations of
the superiority of Socialism over capi-
talism in these alldecisive spheres, put
an end to the so<alled crisis of world

Socialism, which the imperialists had
been doing their utmost to develop,
and which was the stock-in-trade of
the Revisionists everywhere. Instantly,
the shallowness of these charges was
exposed, and the irresistible forward
march of Socialism was again made
clear. To make the embarrassment of
imperialism all the more dramatic,
it happens that this development of
Sputnik was accompanied by the de-
velopment of an American economic
crisis, which is affecting the whole
capitalist world. An important indi-
cation of this fact is the figure for
American steel production, which is
running at about 50 per cent of ca-
pacity (at this writing).

Unemployment in America is now
over 5t/z million, and growingl our
industrial production is slowing down
considerably; and the other capitalist
countries of the world are rapidly bc-
ing dragged down into the crisis. At
the same time, the industrial produo
tion and the standard of living of the
Soviet Union and the other Socialist
countries keep rising' steadily. The
world is able to see in this another
glaring example of the superiority of
the Socialist system over capitalism.

WHAT MAKES SOCIALISM
SUPERIORI

At the present time, the imperial-
ists of various countries, near panic-
stricken at the Sputnik and associated
su€cesses of the Soviet Union, have
adopted for themselves the slogan that
their task now is to carch up with the
Soviet Union. And the key to this
"catching up with the Soviet IJnion"
is the spending of more and more
money. The impression has grown up
that if they spend enough government
money they are bound to catch up with
the USSR.

But this is an illusion. The reason
for the falling behind of the imperial-
ist powers is not that they have not
spent enough money "for defense." It
is to be found basically in the inherent
inferiority of the capitalist system in
contrast to S'ocialism. Nor is the an-
swer to their problem of "catching
up with the Soviet Union" to be
found in the enlargement of the Na-
tional Debt, or the sharp increasc of
the arms program, or deficit spending,
etc.

It is of course within the realm of
possibility that the United States may
"catch up" with the Soviet Union
in one or another field where it is at
present behind. This is because it has
so many resources and because it has
had a great head-start in many fields.
But this does not alter the basic rela-
tionship between the two social sys-
tems; that is, superiority for Social-
ism, and inferiority for capitalism. The
tendency for Socialism to outrun capi-
talism is bound to continue at an ac-
celerating pace, although it may be
uneven in spots. We are now in the
period where the Socialist system is
very definitely accomplishing Lenin's
slogan of catching up with and sar-
passing the capiulist system.

Among the many reasons why So-
cialism is superior to capitalism and
why it is impossible therefore for the
capitalists to "catch up" with Social-
ism are the following:

r) Under Socialism, all the basic
means of production and natural re-
sources are owned collectively by all
the pcople and are operated in the in-
terest of the whole nation; whereas
under capitalism, all the means of pro-
duction and resources are owned pri-
vately by a small class of capitalists.
The capitalist system is based upo.n

the principle of production for profit,

while the Socialist system is bascd
upon the principle of production for
use. The contradiction of private own-
ership of the means of production,
imposed on a social form of produc-
tion, is the basic weakness of the capi-
talist system; and the elimination of
this contradiction i$ one of the supreme
sources of strength and superiority of
Socialism.

z) By its nature as a privately-
owned economy, production under
capitalism is carried on essentially upon
a planless basis, under the slogans
of free competition and free enterprisel
whereas under Socialism, production,
because it is based on a socially-owned
industry, is carried on upon a planned
basis. This is no contradiction of the
fact that capitalist production is domi-
nated by monopoly and is essentially
monopoly state capitalism. The plan-
fullness of Socialism is one of the most
vital points of superiority of Socialism
over capitalism. This is particularly
to be noted in respect to the stability
and lack of economic crises in the
Socialist countries. This also helps ex-
plain why Socialist production can
grow at a rate several times faster
than any capitalist country.

3) Fundamental to its organization
on an individual basis, the capitalist
structure is divided into a series of
hostile, antagonistic and quarreling
classesl whereas Socialism, based upon
the common economic and political
interests of all elements of society,
and its common ownership lnd
planned production, is essentially class-
less and has eliminated forever the
exploitation of man by man. W'hat
classes do remain for the time being
in Socialist societies at this stage of
development, are essentially non-an-
tagonistic, and the whole Socialist sys.
tem is moving in the direction of a
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completely classless society. This great-
er homogeneity of Socialist society
enormously favors it in every test of
strength, whether it be military, sci-
entific, economic, organizational, or
culturall and this clearly contributes
to the superiority of Socialism over
capitalism.

4) Inevitably for the private own-
ership form of organization the
capitalist system is also guilty of
the grossest inequalities with respect
to the distribution of the product o{
industry. It is inherent to capitalism
that a small group owns millions and
billions, whereas vast numbers of the
common people own nothing and live
throughout their years in poverty. It
is precisely to end this gross social in-
equality that the gigantic Socialist
movement has come into existence
in the world, and is carrying on its
struggle to abolish capitalism. The es-
tablishment of Socialism destroys the
basis of this inequality by socializing
the industries and freeing the workers
from wage slavery; however, it must
be remembered that full equality can-
not be established until the introduc-
tion of Communism. The superiority
of Socialism in thus protecting the in-
terests of the entire people as against
the capitalist system which operates
only for the benefit of the exploiting
classes, is manifest.

5) One of the major inferiorities
of capitalism to Socialism is the gi-
gantic wastefulness involved in its sys-
tem of class distribution. American
capitalism supports a system of private
owners involving in the neighborhood
of 15 million parasites of useless oc-
.rlp.lion or no occupation at all, witli
many billions to squander on them-
selves, and they have a large part of
the whole social system involved in
luxury prodrrction which is useless ex-

cept for a small percentage of the
population. Socially useless production
for some at the expense of usefrrl
production for the great majority
is an outstanding characteristic of
the capitalist system. The devotion of
the product of labor to the interest
of the useful working elements of so-
ciety is one of the outstanding advan-
tages Socialism has over capitalism.

6) One of the major points of su-
periority of Socialism over capitalism
is its greater basic democracy and se-
curity for the people. Despite certain
weaknesses in the achievement of de-
mocracy-in the midst of the hard,
disciplined struggle carried on by the
workers under difrcult conditions
against the constant attacks of militant
imperialism-as for example, the mig.
takes of the "cult of the individual"
period under Stalin-nevertheless, So-
cialist democracy in the Soviet Union
has achieved the greatest level of free.
dom for the working classes in the his-
tory of mankind. This democracy and
profound concern for security are
fundamentally rooted in the com-
mon ownership of the means of pro-
duction. The very heart of Socialist
society is that it looks after the inter-
ests of all the individuals who make
up society, and this is one of its great-
est strengthsl whereas capitalism fo-
cuses its attention basically on the in-
terests of the well-to-do classes. Such
limited democracy and social security
as the workers have under capitalism
was achieved and is maintained as a
result of many long years of bitter
batdes. The elementary democratic
supcriority of Socialism is a fundamen-
tal reason for the great strength of
the Socialist statesl and it also ex-
plains why scores of millions of work-
ers throughout the world are castfurg
ofi their illusions in capitalism and

beginning to struggle for Socialism.
7) Another elementary superiority

of Socialism over capitalism lies in the
realm of the general cultural level of
the Socialist peoples. This manifests
itself in various directions-for ex-
ample, in the fight to raise the literary
level of the massesl in the fight against
superstition, obscurantism, and other
forms of mass ignorance cultivated by
the ruling class; and many o her ways.
The superior culture of the masses of
the people in the Socialist countries is
one of the major manifestations of the
fundamental superiority of Socialism
over capitalism.

8) One of the outstanding charac-
teristics of monopoly capitalism, and
therewith one of its fundamental
weaknesses, is its imperialist nature.
The big monopolies, which dominate
capitalism, undertake to rule the world
and control all social life generally,
in order to rob and exploit the peo-
ples of weaker countries. The inevit-
able results are wars and national op
pression of all kinds. One of the great
strengths of the Socialist countries,
on the other hand, is that they are otr>
posed to imperialism and all its works.

The conflict between imperialistic
capitalism and anti-imperialist Social-
ism reflects itself upon numerous fields.
At the basis of the struggle against
colonid oppression is the urgent drive
of the people to develop their own in-
dustries. It is the inevitable position
of the imperialist powers to prevent
the colonial countries from building
their own industries, while the So-
cialist countries are doing everything
they can to extend fraternal and gen-
erous aid to those countries in this
resPect.

The monopolistic, imperialistic na-
ture of capitalism has prevented the

lesser developed countries from mak-
ing full use of steam power, electricity,
and machinery generally. It is espe-
cially preventing the use of atomic
power for the development of the back-
ward countries. In fact, the imperialist
powers cannot even develop fully their
own productive forces, much less de-
velop the industrial power of thc
weaker countries. On the other hand,
the nature of the Socialist countries
makes possible the full development
of all the productive forces both of
their own countries, and of their allies,
the less developed countries. This
characteristic of Socialism to further
the industrial development of the back-
ward countries, is one of the most
powerful of all tendencies making for
the victory of Socialism in the world,
further demonstrating the superiority
of Socialism over capitalism.

The anti-imperialist nature of So-
cialism makes possible relations ot
complete equality and respect between
all nations; whereas monopoly capi-
talisrn, because of its imperialist nature,
strives only for domination of one na-
tion over others. The great struggle
of the Negro people in America for
fuIl freedom and equality is akin to
the tremendous world-wide struggle
of colonial liberation, and throws a
bright searchlight upon the oppressive
nature of American imperialism. Sig-
nificandy, in the Soviet Union about
half the scientists, doctors, and teach-
ers are women; also a high percentage
of these professionals and government
ofrcials are |ews, Armenians, and mem-
bers of other national minority groups;
and in all the formerly backward na-
tions of Czarist Russia which now
make up the Soviet Union, there are
flourishing spectacular scientifrc and
cultural developments.
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9) The historic process of the as-

..rrdr.,.y of Socialiim over capitalism
reaches'its apex in the fight of So-

cialism for world peace over the forces

of imperialism making for war. World
imperialism is fundamentally warJike,
developing a constant urge for wars
between ihe imperialist powers them-
selves, for wars of imperialist Powers
against the colonial peoples, and for
w-ars of imperialist Powers against the
Socialist Jtates. World Socialism,

however, is fundamentally Peaceful,
since there are no classes in a So'

cialist society which stand to gain any-
thing from' war. Because of thes€

fundlmental characteristics, world So'

cialism has emerged as the recognized
outstanding champion of the whole
world struggle for peace. This reached

its sharpesi- expresiion recently, when
the whole world was thrilled to hear

the Soviet Union announce, on March
?r, rg58, that it would unilaterallY
itop frrrth.t testing of atomic bombs.
Wiereas up to the present Period in
wodd history, the woikers of the world
and the peace forces generallY were
not able to Prevent the imperialis-ts

from unleashing devastating world
wars, the strength of the Socialist peace

camp has become so great that it -is
now a practical PossibilitY fot ,h:
oeace forces to prevent the outbreak
if arroth.t worli war. But, as the
recent 64 Party Peace Manifesto points
out, war, while not inevitable, still re'
*"irrr " grave danger, and must be

fought against with everY ounce of
strength.

Thi fieht for peace now bocomes

literally a" life and death struggle for
society. The struggle grows all the
more acute and crucial because of two
factors: first, because of the deepening

of the general crisis of capitalism,
which foices the imperialists to resort

more and more to liolence in order
to try to save their obsolete system in
the face of growing Socialism; and

second, the growth of the lethal .quali-
ties of mod&n weapons-the A-bomb,
the H-bomb, ballistic missiles, etc.-
which make it impossible for society to
indulge in major wars without catas-

trophlc consequences. The -fight for
o.i.. therefoie assumes the most
^r*.eping importance, and it displays

in mosi conCrete form the superiority
of Socialism over imPerialism.

The most imPortant slogan in the
world of practical politics today is the
fight for 

-peace-the 
peaceful coexist-

eice of all nations. In this fight, So-

cialism demonstrates beyond all doubt
that it is fundamentally operating
on a higher plane than 

- 
capitalism..

Bound up in its program of Peace and
Socialism is the whole future and
progress of humanity.^ fh. foregoing are somc of the
more outstanding elements of the su-

periority possessed by Socialist insti'
iutions. They are insuperable reasons

why the imperialist countries, includ-
ing the United States, will never, url-
dei their present social structure, be

able to "iatch up" to the Socialist
world in the fields of science, educa-
tion, technology and others, where So-

cialism is now in the lead. This lead
is bound to grow in the main as So-

cialism develops and registers its funda-
mental superiority over capitalism. In
order for the United States, or any
capitalist couotry, to "catch up" with
the Soviet Union, it will be necessary

to make a basic change in the struc-
ture of societn namely to abolish capi-
talism and establish Socialism.

THE KNOWLAND
CANDIDACY

The Knowland candidacy repre-
sents a shift in tactics for the Re-
publicans in California politics. In
rg42 they utilized the liberal policy
and methods of Earl Warren to be

the front-running statewide Repub-
lcan in a state with an overwhelm-
ingly registered Democratic major-
ity. The success of Earl Warren
carried over to other state-wide can-
didates, including those for U.S. Sen-
ate.

When Warren was elevated to the
U.S. Supreme Court, Lt. Governor
Knight changed his political hue
overnight from reactionary to War-
ren-type liberal. He confounded all
political skeptics and Left-wing cyn-
ics by his ability to make the switch
successfully. He strengthened his po-

sition with the top leadership of the
labor movement. He made shrewd
moves in his dealing with leaders
of the Negro community.

Governor Knight, an old-fashioned
type of politician, seemed to find
nimble feet in the political climate
of California. Then came 1958 and
the arch-reactionary Knowland
rudely thrust the "liberal" and po-

litically successful Knight aside, and
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T[e California Primary Elections

By Albert J. Lima*

Tsr uoNopolrsrs wHo dominate the
top command of the Republican
Party have selected the Caiifornia
general elections of 1958 as a key
testing ground for the 196o Presi.
dential elections.

William Knowland was chosen
from his top spot in the U.S. Senate
to replace (via the political black-
jack method) the incumbent Gov-
ernor Knight. Knowland prompdy
took the oflensive against organized
labor by following in the wake of
the McCellan Committee, and pre-
sented his "Bill of Rights for Union
Members," point seven of which is
the so<alled "Right-to-Work" plank.

Thus, for the labor and progressive
movement, the main issue of the
r958 elections was clearly joined.
William F. Knowland, the Senator
from Formosa, an aggressive and
able political representative of the
most belligerent and war-minded
sections of the big monopolists, rep-
resents a clear threat to progress and
peace. His candidacy represents the
preventive - war, union - smashing,
most reactionary wing of the Repub-
lican Party.

' The author is Chairman, Northern California

District Comminee, and a mmber of ttre Na-

tional Committe, CPUSA.-EI.
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the Republigans had carried through
a major shift in tactics in California
politics.

The Republican Party does not
needlessly sacrifice the Chairman of
the Republican Senarors to be de-
feated as a candidate for Governor.
They did not callously whip a suc-
cessful Governor out of his post
where his chances for success seemed
to be.favorable just to be changing
thelr horses around,

It is much more likely that the
Republican high command is shor-
ing up to meer the political and
economic crisis of our country. The
pig monopolists are being impelled
by the urgent needs of isystem in
trouble toward an aggressive politi-
cal ofiensive against organiz€d la-
bor. They are confronied with a
growing crisis in foreign poli.y
abroad and the economy it hbme.-

Whatever difierences exist within
the Republican high command on
questions of foreign and domestic
policy, there seemed to be unity on
forcing Knight to srep,aside to make
room for Knowland. The direct in-
tervention of Eisenhower and Nixon
in the callous political move against
Knight was indicative of this unity.

There has been some speculation
to the effect that Knowland made
a mistake in supporting the so-called
Right-to-Work petition and that he
would back away from this position.
His April speech in Oakland belies
this. In this talk, Knowland re-
peated his "Bill of Rights" for union
members. He stated:

If the union does not act in the
best interests of the membership, the
individual should be able to withdraw
from the union without losing his
employment. He should not be a cap,
tive of a dictatorial or corrupt set of
officials that he cnnnot recall from
ofice. In California, I am challenging
the power of labor bosses.

He is strikng at some key weak-
nesses of the labor. movement, and
is giving leadership to an aggressive
public ofiensive against labor. He
has joined the issue and gives every
indication of carrying through a cam-
paign on that basis.

Will this change in tactics on the
part of the Republicans be success-
full The state remains strongly
Democratic in registration. The
Democratic Party continues to show
increased strength due to the growth
and activity of the club movement
which now numbers some 4o,ooo
members statewide. Labor and the
minority peoples are more eflectively
influencing the Democratic Party.
There has been a gradual shift from
the Republican domination in farm
and rural counties to the Demo-
crats in the past few years, and a
number of formerly Republican cen-
ters have fallen to the growing
Democratic Party movement. The
economic depression is now giv-
ing further impetus to this trend.

The labor and progressive forces
have the potential ro defeat the
Knowland threat, but in order to do
so they will need to mount cam-

paign activities of a more eflective
kind both programmatically and or-
ganizationally than they have up to
now.

THE DEMOCR.ATIC PARTY

The convention of the Democrat-
ic Party has assumed a great deal of
importance in the political life of
the state. The convention is a cbm-
bination of delegates from the club
organizations, the county and state
committees, office holders, etc. The
endorsement of candidates by these
conventions has enabled the Demo-
cratic Party to enter the primaries
sufficiently united to put a halt to the
Republican capturing of both party
primaries by cross-filing.

This year's convention had be-
tween r,8oo to 2,ooo delegates and
all candidates had their campaign
material and their supporters work-
ing diligendy to win the endorse-
ment of the convention.

The convention this year had a
labor caucus of some r5o delegates,
which devoted itself largely to the
"Right-to-Wreck" campaign. The
Democratic Minority Conference in-
cluded some roo Negro and Mexi-
can-American delegates.

The strength of labor and the Mi-
nority Conference as well as of the
strong progressive trend among the
club delegates, made itself felt on
issues and candidates. The attempt
o{ the machine to steamroller sup-
port for the team of Attorney-Gen-
eral Brown for Governor and Con-

THE CALIFORMA PRIMARIES

gressman Clair Engle for U.S. Sen-
ate ran into stifl opposition. Brown
had overwhelming support from all
groupingq mainly because he was
considered to be the most sub6tan-
tial candidate with a possibility ,of
defeating the Republicans. Engle,
who voted for Taft-Hartley and
supported the Democratic Party po-
sition on foreign poli.y, ran into
stifl opposition. Professor Odegard
of the University of California, con-
tested Engle and he received sub-
stantial support. Engle was forced
to declare himself against Taft-
Hartley and the "Right-to-Work"
bill.

The Minority Conference and the
progressives amongst the delegates
won a major victory when they
nominated the Los Angeles Mexican-
American Lopez for Secretary of
State over the machine proposal of
John Anson Ford.

The State Convention is to be fol-
lowed by an Issues Convention later
in the campaign, and the conyen-
tion acted only on skeleton resolu-
tions. But here, too, the strength
of the rank and file and their grow-
ing awareness of issues made itself
felt. They adopted a position in
favor of FEP and censured both
party legislators who voted against
FEP in the state fight; against the
seniority system of Congressional
Committees; for utilizing the eco-
nomic opportunities of trade with
China and the Far East; on the
Un-American Committee, calling {or
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reform of its procedures and limit-
ing of its mandate.

THE LABOR MOVEMENT

The labor movement in Cdifor-
nia is nearly irSoorooo members
strong. The threat of the "Right-to-'Wreck" petition and the Knowland
campaign has plunged labor into po-
litical action in a manner not
equaled in recent years. There has
been a developrnent of unity around
the slogans of defeating the initia-
tive and Knowland which is a
marked change in recent elections.

The unions have been conducting
a vigorous campaign to get all of
their members registered to vote.
There have been conflicting reports
of the results of the registration
campaign, but generally there has
been a considerable pick-up in trade-
union registration. A number of
successful mass meetings have been
held, both for the public and for
the members of the unions.

The bulk of the campaign has
been directed toward their own
membership. The public aspects
have been directed toward getting
public pledges of support from busi-
ness, church and community lead-
ers. This has been extended to all
politicians running for office, and by
resolutions being presented to city
councils-adopted in some instances.
In business circles, the main support
for labor against the initiative has
come from small business people and
heads of associations holding indus-

try contracts with the labor move-
ment.

The content of the material put
out by the unions obscures who tle
real supporters of the initiative are.
The NAM, in ry46 stated its posi-
tion: "The right of employees to
join or not to join a union should
be protected by law."

In rg47 the big offensive was
launched and in that year eleven
stated adopted "right-to.work" laws.
In that year the NAM conducted
a national advertising campaign
against the "closed shop." They
stated: "The NAM believes that all
forms of compulsory union mem-
bership should be prohibited because
they are contrary to the American
way of life." (Note, Oaftland Trib-
une, April rr: "No one considers
that membership in any church, fra-
ternal organization, or civic associa-
tion should be compulsory, Know-
land noted.")

The politicians who do NAM's
bidding seek to find fronts for the
NAM campaign. Rep. Marion E.
Burks of Evanston, Illinois, spokes-
man for the Illinois proposition being
prepared for the 196o ballot, stated
(Wall Street lournal, Feb. ro): "You
can't just have the support of the
National Association of Manufac-
turers or of the Chamber of Com-
merce-you have to have a citizens'
group."

Their political strategy is to make
it appear that some unknown "little
people" are behind the law, some
modest "citizens"' grorp. The labor

movement is playing into the hands
of the strategy of the proponents
of the bill by failing to unmask the
monopolists who are behind this
move.

The labor movement needs to
know who are its friends, but the
membership also needs to know its
real enemy. To be really aroused,
the membeis of organized labor. need
to see clearly, behind the mask of
obscurity, the face of the monopolists
who have a major economic and po-
litical stake in this drive against
labor.

Big business has a long range
objective-it aims to cripple labor
by legislative action. Legislation is
its main weapon today. This places
on the agenda for labor the organi-
zatiorl of permanent and more ef-
fective forms of independent politi-
cal action.

With the mounting "recessionr"
the economic stake is all the more
clear. Big Business desires to main-
tain its profits despite the depression
and that can be done only by wring-
ing more out of each individual
worker, by making the workers pay
the cost of the depression.

Labor's rank and file cannot be
best aroused to battle against a sup.
posedly invisible enemy. Equally,
the state's farmers, business people,
the professionals are more likely to
resist the "Right to-'Wreck" propa-
ganda when they are clearly aware
that big business is behind the
scheme.

The general top level forms and

methods used by the trade-union
leadership are causing uneasiness on
the part of some of the most active
trade unionists who are beginning
to feel discouraged and frustrated.
The need to build the forms and
organization to mobilize thousands
of rank and file workers in this
campaign will undoubtedly loom in-
creasingly important as the primary
election stage approaches.

The "reward your friends and
punish your enemies" concept still
dominates the political thinking of
the top leadership of the California
labor movement and leads them into
strange paths considering the stakes
involved in this election.

KMGHT'S POSITION

The State Federation leadership
supported Knight for the Governor-
ship four years ago, in spite of a
vigorous movement which developed
in support of the Democratic can-
didate, Graves.

When the crack-down on Knight
took place, and he moved over to
the Senate race, the opposition to
him was suengthened. However,
last week-end his supporters on the
State Federation Executive Board
felt strong enough to recommend
his endorsement over Engle by a

12 to rr vote. This proposal was
adopted by the one vote majority
after a bitter struggle. Engle's vote
for Taft-Hartley was a key issue in
the push of Council Secretary Hag-
gerty to endorse Knight over Engle.

In support of the fight to endorse
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Knight, Haggerty said that while
about 8o per cent of the League
members were registered Demo-
crats, they do not vote their ticket.
He argued that the members would
still fuht againsr the (lRight+o-

Wreck" initiative even if Knight
were endorsed, though it was ar-
gued that the endorsement of Know-
land's rpnning mate would weaken
the fight against the initiative. The
cou{ncil defeated the proposal of
the executive council, but it did
move to endorse Knight on the Re-
publican ticket and Engle on the
Democratic ticket. This maneuver
prevented a wide open split at the
conference. The "Right-to-Wreck"
danger was imposing unity on a
labor movement which in the pre-
vious state election four years ago
was sharply divided over state pc'
litical tactics.

Thus the labor movement will
campaign against Knor,vland as the
outstanding proponent of the "Right-
to-'Wreck" initiative, and support his
running mate for the U.S. Senate.
This will not add to clarity in the
California electoral scene.

OTHER ELECTORAL
CONTESTS

ganized labor who are running for
iome of the congressional and state
posts. But at this point the domi'
nant electoral struggle, the one
which will be the major test for la-
bor is that of defeating Knowland
and the "Right-to-Wreck" initiative.

At this writing the possibility of
significant gains for Negro candi-
dates seems to be remote. Two of
the most important races involve
Negro Repu^blicans campaigning
against liberal and labor-endorsed
incumbents. One of these is the
candidacy of Crispus Wright against

]ames Roosevelt in the z6th Congres-
sional District in Los Angeles. In
San Francisco, John Adams, Repub-
lican, is running against the incum-
bent labor Assemblyman, Ed Gaff-
ney.

Governor Knight has appointed
Attorney |ohn Bussey to the munici-
pal bench in San Francisco. This is
the first Negro to be so appointed
in Northern California, the fourth
for the entire State. In some city
council elections, Negro candidates
made significant showings in Fresno
and in Monrovia, while in Seaside,
Monterey county, an incum ent Ne-
gro led the entire slate for his city
council post.

There are a number of Congres- One of the most significant devel-
sional, Assembly and Senatorial races opments was the state FEPC 6ght in
of importance to the labor move- the ry57 session of the State Legis-
ment. Among these candidates it lature. In the Assembly, the support
will be possible for organized labor for an FEF measure was so wide-
to make some advances both in spread that the vote snowballed to
terms of victories for pro-labor can- 6r for FEP to 15 against. When the
didates as well as of members of or- same issue hit the Senate it was tabled
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by a zr to 13 vote, when four reac-
tionary Democrats lined up with a
group of Republican Senators to give
the tabling motion the necessary
majority.

THE ROBERTS CANDIDACY

In San Francisco, an FEP county
ordinance was recently adopted, and
in the city of Berkeley and coirnty
of Los Angeles motions were adopted
urglng the state legislature to adopt
a statewide FEP as a means of
avoiding local ordinances.

To round out the general elec-
toral picture, Dr. Holland Roberts,
the Director of the California Labor
School, has entered the race for the
important post of State Superinten-
dent of Public Instruction. Dr. Rob.
erts has outstanding qualifications
for this non-partisan post, having
been an Associate Professor in the
School of Education at Stanford Uni-
versity for some ten years. He is
widely known and respected in the
teaching profession.

As director of the California La-
bor School for the past twelve years,
Dr. Roberts has won recognition as

one of the nation's leading Marxist
educators. He therefore brings to
this race social consciousness which
has already made an important im-
pact on the electoral scene in Cali-
fornia.

The crisis in education and in
the school system is particularly
acute in California. Local bond is-
sues are now being overwhelmingly
defeated by voters. Dr. Roberts in-

dicates that the state needs 45,ooo
qualified teachers and 3oo schools
to relieve the overcrowd,ing and
make it possible to re-establish class
rooms of zo children.

In order to achieve this, his cam-
paign has struck out at the cold war
budget which provides unlimited
funds for the most awesome instru-
ments of death, but no funds to guar-
antee every child a full education.

MAJOR ISSUES

A number of major issues have
thrust themselves into the center
of the political arena. Water and
power has concerned the people in
the valley and farm counties for a
number of years. They have waged
a fight to prevent Pacific Gas and
Electric and the land monopo,lies
from muscling in on the power and
water rights of the Central Valley
project. This struggle has been the
key issue leading to the change in
the political control of a large sec-

tion of the state from solid Repub-
lican to Democratic.

In recent years the water issue
has taken on a new dimension. The
tremendous growth in population in
the southern part of the state has
forced the Los Angeles metropolitan
area to seek water from the northern
part of the state. The lack of ade-
quate water resources in the south-
ern part thus forces attention to
the Northern watersheds. The farm-
ers and rural people now are not
the only ones interested in water
and power, but it is now an issue
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of major concern tfuoughout the
state.

The State Legislature is now in
special session'to adopt a budget.
For the first time in the memory
of old timers on the capitol scene
the lawmakers failed to enact a bud-
get in the 3o-day period prescribed
by the State Constitution. The cause
of this was the state water issue,
which none of the three conference
committees of Senators and Assem-
blymen could resolve. The Gover-
nor has had to call another special
session.

The southern Assemblymen want
a constitutional amendment spell-
ing out water rights. The Senate,
which is based on one per county,
felt such an amendment is unneces-
sary. The impasse has tied up the
adoption of the budget, and there
is no end in sight. This is a major
issue which labor and the progres-
sive forces have long neglected,
other than giving a nominal and
formal sup,port to maintaining the
good provisions of Central Valley.

The Peace issue has been given
tremendous impetus by the proposal
of the Soviet Union to halt nuclear
testing. The demand for halting
nuclear tests has been strengthened
in the Bay Area by the outraged
concern over the falling of radioac-
tive rain during the recent storms.

The failure of the State Legislature
to appropriate $4o,ooo needed to
employ a radiation physicist, pre-
vented the Air Sanitation Bureau
from testing water and leafy

vegetables following radioactive rains
that began in March. The Univer-
sity of California finally conducted
tests which showed a radioactive
concentration of zo8 times the safe
drinking standard. The people in
the entire area have been greatly
aroused, and the Donner Laboratory,
which conducted the tests, is di-
luged with phone calls from frantic
parents.

Increased unemployment, and the
movements around the crisis in
schools complete the scene. If labor
could move beyond the "Right-to-
Work" issue, and seize upon this
political ferment, Knowland could
be smoked our from behind his
phony "Bill of Rights for Union
members" into the political arena
of real issues. This would lead to his
exposure and overwhelming defeat.
It is this great porential and the ex-
istent gap in the political scene
which are causing concern amongst
the Left and progressive forces.

There is emerging, however,
planks of a program around which
the Left and progressives and lib-
eral forces tend to rally. In the
Democratic conventions held in CaIi-
fornia this year a very sharp posi-
tion was taken by the bulk of the
delegates to oust the Dixiecrats
from the Democratic Party.

The State CIO convention adopted
a policy against nuclear testing
which was in line with the program
of a Committee for a Sane Nuclear
Policy with which the Stare Secre-
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lary of the clo council is identi- shaking the illusion of even suchfied. cold war economy supporters es

THE IL*U poLICy George y."ty that military expendi-
tures will solve the economic prob-

In January of this year rhe rGman lems of capitalism.
executive board of the ILWU
adopted a policy on the international PROBLEMS OF THE LEF'T
and domestic situation and econom- ,-,
ic outlook. Th. ,rr.-b.;;r*d;# is. tqday in the ranks of
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4FL-CJO in Washington, indicated movemenr in projecting new livels of
that the economic depression is the political struggle. -
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There is also disagreement with
the coalition concept of our Party
as well as unclarity in regard to the
meaning of the concept.

In another memo by Nemmy
Sparks, the Southern California Dis-
trict dealt with the problem in the
following manner:

Are the Republican and Democratic
parties twin parties of Capitdisml Of
course they are. But having said that,
have we solved any problems for the
Party of the working classl

Is it not safe to say that one of the
peculiar relationships and features of
our country is the two-party system
which has now lasted with only tem.
porary variations for 16o yearsl And
does it not seem probable that the
Labor-Farmer-Negro people's party to
which we all look forward will have to
emerge not only from the mass strug-
gles outside, but also from political
struggles within the two party sys-

teml
Some would like only to survey this

struggle frorn the mountain top, where
they would proudly display our Party's
banner of socialism, sound the bugle,
and wait for the masses to climb up
to us.

The State Co-ordinating Commit-
tee, representing both Districts of the
Party, considered the approach to
independent candidates along the
following lines: we stated that the
main interest of labor and the peo.
ple as a whole in this election lies
in the struggles on issuesl in the
eflort to develop a coalition among
the forces of the people that will
last and continue to grow after the

elections; and to defeat the maior
standard bearers of reaction.

It was proposed that anY indePen-'

dent canlidicy should be consid'
ered in relation to the above points.

An independent candidacY with a

base among the general Left it was

felt, could exercise considerable in-
fluence on the issues in Public de-

bate and counteract the Pressures
upon candidates to water down is'
sues and make concessions to reac'
tionary opponents. The alternative
to the abovt could be a partY candi-
date whose campaign would be much
more limited, but who could present
t}re party's position on the issues of
the tlection. Because of the ballot
restrictions in California this might
have to be in the form of a write-in
candidate for the finals.

The above policy tends to be
caught between extreme viewpoints.
On one hand, some say that only
candidates should be supported who
car get the broadest kind of suP
port. From this source, Left-inde-
pendent candidates are strongly op'
posed unless they have substantial
labor and liberal support. In the
present uncertain political atmos-
phere and lack of organizational
forms, candidates who could run
independently and have support in
labor and liberal circles are very
reluctant to be candidates. The Left,
therefore, tends to find itself con-
fined to pressuring major party can-
didates on issues as the only form
of electoral activity.

The Dr. Roberts campaign en-
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tered this disunited and uncertain
political scene, and he has been at-
tempting to project an approach
which would be most effective in in-
fuencing the California electoral
scene on two major issues-the cri-
sis in education and the cold war
economy of the Administration. The
response to his campaign has been
mixed from among the Left-prog-
ressive circles.

From the extreme Left his cam-
paign has been under strong pres-
sure to convert his candidacy into
a distorted and narrow interpreta-
tion of a "Socialist" candidate. This
pressure comes not only from
Trotskyites who have eagerly tried
to force their concepts on the can-
didate, but also from other Left
forces. This pressure is in the direc-
tion of seeking a "Socialist" candi-
date to unite the Socialist Left-
not in the direction of labor and
the Negro people's community and
liberal wing of the Democratic par-
ty-but in the direction of the iso-
lated splinter groups in California.

The Left has the alternative of
entering the electoral arena through
the limited means available, and
based on a policy of infuencing the
main electoral tasks; or of abandon-
ing the electoral arena so far as can-
didates are concerned, to the ex-
tremist splinter groups.

The main problems fow out of a
lack of clarity and unity in the
Party, and within the entire general
Left progressive movement, as to
the tactics and role of the Left in

the political arena.
When we originally projected our

electoral policy, we indicated a three-
way test to judge the correctness and
effectiveness of our election policy:

r. Can our policy help consolidate
the Labor-Negroliberal alliancel

z. Can oui policy help advance an
awareness of the need for independent
political action.

3. Can our policy advance our
contact and influence among the grass
roots I

The Peoplels Woild has been the
most effective weapon for the Left
progressives in the course of the
elections. The paper has carried an
excellent series of articles on the
origins, economic motives, and class
forces involved in the drive against
labor. It has also dealt with the
Knowland candidacy, the peace is-
sue, and the Dr. Roberts' campaign.
It makes an effective presentation
of political news and developments.

It will be important if the Party
and general Left forces achieve some
minimum of agreement and clarifi.
cation during the course of this elec-
tion. The stormy weather of the fu-
ture will require a unified Left if
the most eflective job is to be done
on the issues of unemployment, the
antilabor drive and p€ace. The
1958 elections can result in a re-
sounding rebufi to the Republicans
and their plans for the 196o elec-
tions. It can also be the arena in
which the Left begins to solve some
of its problems.



Ihe Economic Slump and the Party's

By Martin Chancey

Role: 0hio

THr rcoNorrrrc sLUMP and the ques-
tion of jobs-this has emerged to-
day as the number one problem
facing the American people. Within
a few short months the mood of
our country has changed drastically.
All talk of everlasting boom has
given way to an atmosphere of fear
and anxiety.

The economic decline, which set
in toward the latter part of ry57, is
continuing at an ever increasing
momentum. Last month unemploy-
ment jumped nationally by more
than a million and is approaching
the 6 million mark. In Cuyahoga
county, the number of jobless shot
up by 90 per cent and on a state
scale nearly doubled since Decem-
ber, to around 3oorooo.

Hardest hit were the steel areas:
Youngstown, Canton and Steuben-
ville. With production down to be-
tween 4o-5o/o of capacity and un-
employment ranging from 20 to
4o/o, these areas are now in a situ-
ation not much different from the
r93o's. The plague of unemploy-
ment is spreading to the machine-
tool centers such as Cincinnati,
where new orders are down by
537o; to the electrical and appli-

ance centers of Dayton and Mans-
field. It is rapidly extending into
auto. Even before the Ford an-
nouncement of a r4rooo layofi at
River Rouge, there were already
zo,ooo jobless in the auto-parts cen-
ter of Toledo.

Once again the Negro workers
are the greatest victims. In Lorain
9 out of every ro Puerto Ricans are
out of work.

The effects of the slump reach out
way beyond the unemployed. For
every one laid ofi there are two on
short work weeks in steel. The
miners in Ohio Valley are work-
ing two and three day weeks and
a large layoff is now expected. The
decline is registered in every pay
envelope. A round-up of Ohio cit-
ies by the Plain Dealer shows that
take-home pay has declined any-
where from $2.5o to $6.oo. Small
business .is in a bad way, with busi-
ness failures at the highest point
in eighteen years.

Considering the picture as a

whole-the drop in industrial pro-
duction, the number of jobless, and
the wide-ranging scope of the de-
cline-we are now in the sharpest
slump since the r93o's.
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THE ECONOMIC PICTURE IN OHIO 4r

Cold statistics cannot convey lr.u-
man misery and suffering. While
65 per cent of the unemployed are
covered by unemployment compen-
sation, families with children find
it impossible to make ends meet,
particularly with the high and ever-
rising prices. Even more critical
is the plight of the 35 per cent not
covered, and those who have already
used up their unemployment com-
pensation. In the steel areas, where
layoffs began about eight months
ago, a Targe number of workers have
already used up their compensation
but are unable to get on relief be-
cause they own a car, a home or
carry insurance. The "lucky ones"
who manage to get on relief soon
find that the relief agencies are so
swamped and overwhelmed by the
sudden rise in relief cases, that the
relief check is hardly enough to
keep body and soul together.

Most Ohio cities are today in a

relief crisis, which takes on a par-
ticularly acute form in the steel
towns. In Lorain and Canton,
emergency conferences were called
by labor, relief agencies and city
authorities. Speakers compared the
distress in their cities to areas hit
by foods or tornadoes and appealed
for emergency help. A number are
trying to cope with the crisis by
passing payroll or income taxes,
thus placing the burden on the work-
ers, many of whom are on short
work weeks.

Such in brief, is the picture in
Ohio.

THE ROLE OF THE PARTY

Some comrades point to the dif-
ferences now as compared to the
3o's when most workers were un-
organized, when the trade unions
refused to concern themselves with
the unemployed; they come to the
conclusion that our main and per-
haps sole contribution lies in analy-
sis and mass education. Let's leave
the rest to the powerful trade un-
ions-they say.

There is no question but that we
as a Party have a special responsi-
bility to bring to the workers a class
understanding of the basic reasons
for the crisis and the way out. With
the unlimited faith of the bourgeois-
minded labor leaders and many
workers in the workings of the
capitalist system, with many of
them claiming that the present de-
cline could have been prevented
had not the monopolists deliberately
planned a recession as a club against
labor-we have a big iob of ex-
plaining to the workers that crises
are not the result of mismanage-
ment of the capitalist system, but
are an inevitable and integral part
of it. That we can't eliminate one
without the other.

Furthermore, in the months ahead,
the contrast between a declining
capitalism and an expanding social-
ist society will become ever more
glaring. We need to explain why it
is that the Soviet economy is able
to expand at a most rapid rate, add
more than two rdillion to the labor
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force in ryy and still hive a labor
shortage; why overproduction and
mass unemployment are impossible
in a socialist society.

We have a iob to do in combating
the guns and butter program; the
illusions ttrat increased arms spend-
ing will restore the health of the
economy, and show that an economy
of. Peace and lobs is possible; that
further arms spending will be at the
expense of the peoples' needs, and
may lead to a new hysteria to
justify increased armaments, and
to the danger of a resurgent Mc-
Carthyism. We need to sell labor
on the possibility of a peacetime
economy based on coexistence and
trade with the socialist as well as

all other nations.
Yes, we have a big iob of analy-

sis and explanation. But we have
much more to do. Some say that the
unions are big and strong today
and that we should leave it to them
to lead the fight. Recent experi-
ences here and in other states do
not bear this out. Despite the wide-
spread distress in the steel areas, the
powerful unions have failed to
move. The union leadership has ig-
nored and tended to disassociate
itself from the unemployed and
their problems.

The need for our Party to help
spark mass activity, to rally rank
and file pressure so as to move the
leadershiythis need is as great now
as ever. The best proof of that was

the steelworkers' response to the
Party's leaflet. This leafet was our

first step in formulating an unem-
ployment program. It suggested the
setting up of local relief comniittees
to take up the problems of the
neediest members. Among other
proposals it called for a mass fight
for a 3o-hour week without cut in
pay. While some of our comrades
feared that we would be accused of
"interferencer" the reaction of the
steelworkers was quite difierent. Sev-

eral hundred copies were distributed
by non-Party steelworkers inside the
mills. The response was enthusiastic.
The response to Party initiative in
Washington and Illinois further un-
derlines the need for Party activity
along these lines.

One of the main directions of our
trade-union work today is to get
the organized labor movement to
take up the fight for the unemployed;
to spearhead the struggle for the

3o-hour week at 4o hours pay, for
a federal unemployment compensa-
tion law, for a moratorium on with-
holding tax, etc. As the trade unions
move into the lead of this fight on
all levels, it will begin to transform
the character of the labor moyement
itself. In considering how we can
help move the trade unions we will
have to re-examine the position and
role of the "Left" in the unions,
the role of union welfare commit-
tees, Negro caucuses, the various na-
tionality union groups and the ex-
ceptional importance of developing
rank and file struggles on a shop
and departmental level. The way
workers in the shops are turning
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for advice and help to our com-
rades, whom they have avoided for
ycars, the way union leaders on a
district level are seeking out and
encouraging known Left unionists,
all this points up the possibilities
for a revival of the Left in the labor
movement.

IN THE COMMUNITIES

The problems facing the unem-
ployed are beginning to emerge in
the communities and in neighbor-
hood organiza[ions. Thus at the last
meeting of the Glenville Area Coun-
cil the problem of jobs for Negro
youth became the center of a heated
discussion. In Rosedale School, the
PTA is concerned with chil&en
coming to school hungry and in-
adequately dressed. In a number of
Party clubs the question has arisen
as to the forms of community ac-
tivity on unemployment. Shall our
main efiort be directed toward mov-
irg the existing organization or
shall we form new organizations
of the unemployed? It seems to me
that at this stage eaery effolt should
be made to conaince the eristing or-
ganizations-$lack clubs, churches,
area councils-to take up the prob-
lems of the unemployed.

Finally, working through exist-
ing organizations does not mean
surrender of the independent role
of the Party, which can and must
be brought forward. It means that
we have to learn new forms and
methods of projecting the Party's

role in a situation which is much
different from the r93o's.

THE 1958 ELECTIONS

As the 1958 elections get under
way the question of the economic
slump is already moving into the
center of the political arena. It is
evident that the Democratic Party
will make this the dominant issue
and has already opened up with
Truman and its other big guns on
the "Republican depression." They
will no doubt make the most of
the failure of Eisenhower to act.
They are counting-with good pros-
pects--on a Democratic landslide in
November.

There are many vital issues in this
election-the new phase of the
struggle for peace and a summit
conferencel the fight for Negro
rights; and against the "right-to.
work" laws. But all these issues must
now be approached in a new way

-within the framework of the domi-
nant issue, the economic slump. The
fight for a summit conference will
take on immeasurably greater
strength as it is tied in with the
possibilities for jobs through peace-
ful trade with the socialist world.
To the Negro worker, the fight for
equal job opportunities now emerges
as the most important aspect of the
fight for equal rights.

In 1958 all members of the House,
a third of the Senate, as well as all
state omcers and the state legisla-
ture are coming up for re-election.
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This will bring to the fore both na-
tional, state and local issues. There
is no dearth of candidates. For
Senate, Bricker vs. Stephen Young.
For governor, O'Neill and Charles
Taft vs. Mayor Celebrezzr, DiSalle,
Porter and others. In the 2rst C.D.,
Vanik is being opposed by a Negro
candidate, Ernest Watson. There are
some dozen Negro candidates in
Cleveland on both party tickets and
about three times that number
throughout the state.

It is not too early to begin to
move into the elections by project-
ing an anti-depression program. The
Cleveland CIO and other groups are
calling for a state emergency con-
ference and for a special session of
the State Legislature to act on
strengthening the unemployment
law, a public works program, raising
the minimum wage scale, etc. The
Party has a special responsibility to
bring forward the issue of a state
FEPC law and equal job opportu-
nities as an integral part of such a
program. Secondly, we need to re-
adiust our housing program so as

to place all emphasis on large-scde
public housing and liberal credit
facilities for small home-builders.
Incidentally, the issue we first raised
of ending the stranglehold of the
banks on home building by having
the city make low interest loans to
all, has now been introduced into
the city council as a resolution and
needs the fullest support.

A most important and exciting
development in this year's election

is the unusually high level of labor
activity. Spurred by the threat of
a "right-to-work" law, the Olrio
trade-union movement has plunged
into action as never before. It is
out to get one million additional
registered voters. A whole number
of conferences and meetings have
taken place all over the state which
are outstanding for their high ac
tendance, the strong spirit of mili-
tancy and the high degree of unity
between the AFL, CIO, RR and
Miners unions. Thk afrords the Left
an important oPportunity to help
aduance the independent political
actiuity of labor, to broaden the fight
by linking it with the Negro peo.
ple's movement, the farmers, small
business groups and all victims of
monopoly. Top labor leaders are
resisting pressure from the ranks
to combine the fight against "right-
to-work" laws with the needs of the
unemployed. These two issues are
linked in life and in the minds o{
the workers and by combining them
labor will be gready strengthening
the fight on both fronts.

Labor is placing major emphasis
on reaching the workers' families
and small business people in the
communities. The close tie-in be-

tween the unions and labor political
organization on a ward and precinct
basis has been a major reason for
the effectiveness of labor political
action in Michigan. The absence of
such organization in Ohio largely
accounts for the woeful ineffective-
ness of labor's political action in our
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6tate. Whatever its form, whether
COPE or something else, the build-
ing of labor-community political or-
ganization merits the fullest atten-
tion of all progressive forces.

As we move further into the elec-

tions we will have to work out in
much greater detail our Party's role
in terms of bringing the issues to
the people; stimulating the indepen-
dent political action of labor; ad-
vancing the fight for Negro repre-
sentation and the independent role
of our Party.

THE PARTY

The period ahead presents a great
opportunity and real challenge to our
Party. We are entering a period of
sharpened class struggle. The work-
ing class will put up a real fight
before it will allow the monopolists
to shift the burden of the crisis to
their shoulders. But militancy is
not enough. Now more than ever
the workers sorely need an experi-
enced Marxist Party.

As we move into a new phase of
struggle, I think that the Ohio
Party finds itself in a comparatively
better shape than most districts.
There is no factionalism in our
ranks. Our leadership is united. I
think that the discussion around
the rz-Party declaration, which took
place in all sections and many clubs,
showed a high degree of ideologi-
cal unity in our ranks. There has

taken place a further organizational
consolidation, with more comrades

in clubs and more clubs meeting
regularly with an improved content
in our work. Our losses have been
relatively small. I believe that this
will be refected in our registration.
We have accumulated much fresh
and valuable experience in mass
work-particularly in the course of
our housing actiyity.

The period ahead will make much
greater demands on our Party. If
we are to break with our inner
preoccupation and turn full face to-
wards the struggles now unfolding,
we must take a number of steps
to more fully equip ourselves to
meet the demands of the coming
period:

r. We need to strengthen the
Party ideologically. More speci&
cally, we need to undertake a sys-
tematic study of political economy
and the crisis. The Marxian theory
of crisis, after being demolished for
the rooth time, is once again being
fully confirmed by events. There
is no other theory of crisis which
has been able to stand the test of
nearly a century. To explain the
causes of crisis; to be able to re-
fute such newfangled theories as
that high wages are responsible for
the slump; to understand the course
of events, we need to tltoroughly
study this theory and be able to
apply it to uh,at is neu in this pe-
riod.

z. We have to reach the people
on a scale we have not attempted
in the past decade. In addition to
our excellent auto-shop paper, Sparft-
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plug, we should consider shop papers
in steel and rubber. We need many
rnore leafets on all levels, more
mailings of pamphlets, etc.

3. The Worfter takes on excep
tional importance at the present time
as a medium for analysis, as an
agitator and collective organizer.
Since Gates' departure we have noted
a constant improvement in ttre con-
tent and a growing enthusiasm for
the Worfter. This enthusiasm has
to be transformed into activity. We
need to take steps to insure tlat
the lilorfter carries more Ohio news.
We need a circulation building pro-
gram.

We propose that we undertake
to raise the Worfter circulation by
zoo by luly +; that circulation plans
be prepared by the state and sections
and clubs.

4. As we increasingly turn our
attention to the question of how
to move people into action, we will
have to take a fresh look at our
ties with community organizations,
particularly the block clubs, and re-
new our fight to get all comrades
into mass organizations.

5. We will have to give further
thought to new methods of work.
We find today that in many indus-
tries and communities our Party
forces are very small, but that there
are around us many people who
have been in the Partv or associated

with the Left in one form or an-
other. These people are willing to
meet and discuss with us varieus
problems, but are unwilling to tie up
organizationally. In working with
these forces we have to avoid a twin
danger. The problem we face is how
to develop forms of activities be-
tween Party and non-Party forces
without on the one hand liquidating
the Party group into a loose, amor-
phous body, or on the other hand,
imposing Party forms ot organiza-
tion and discipline, which these peo-
ple will reject.

The further strengthening of our
clubs, politically and organization-
ally, is a key to the ability of our
Party to meet the challenge of this
period.

We face new opportunities and
great challenges. In responding to
them, we will no doubt face many
difficulties and obstacles, not least
our internal weaknesses. The solu-
tion to these problems will not come
through more soul-searching and
pure inner preoccupation. It is only
as we begin to cope with the big
mass issues facing our class and
country, it is only as we turn fully,
boldly and unreservedly towards
dealing with the problems arising
from the economic slump, that we
can best overcome our inner weak-
nesses and resolve our ideological
differences.

IDEAS IN OUR TIME
BY HERBERT APTHEKER

Within our country there is a widespread and rapidly growing uneasiness
about U.S. foreign policy. Some of this is generated for narrowly political
reason*elections impend-and to a degree is fraudulent; yet, I think, most of
it reflects a profound and very real process ot "agonizine reappraisal" going
on in the minds of millions, if not in that of the Secretary of State.

Evidences of this reappraisal 'are abundant. The distinguished scientist, f.
Robert Oppenheimer, for example, writes that he has waited in vain for some.
one in authority to speak out "in a way that suggested complete integrity,
some freshness of spirit and a touch of the plausible.' "The United States,"
he continues, by which he must mean those presently conducting the country's
affairs,

has not developed an understanding of its purposes, its interests, its
alternatives and plans for the future in any way adequate to the gravity
of the problerns that the country faces. There is a widespread impression
that we live from astonishment to surprise, and from surprise to aston-
ishment, never adequately forewarned or forearmed, and more often than
not choosing between evils, when forethought and foreaction might have
provided happier alternatives (Foreign Afrairs, fan., 1958).

Geofirey Barraclough, a professor of international history at the University
of I-ondon, assessing the impact of American foreign policy among its lriends
in Western Europe, finds that it "has provoked a crisis of conscience" (The
Nation, lan. g 1958). The former banker, ]ames P. Warburg, now director
of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, charges flatly that
"U.S. foreign policy is bankrupt" because of "an unwillingness to seek peaceful
settlements through patient diplomacy and an obsessive reliance on obsolete
military power" (N. y. Post, lan. 3, 1958).military power" (N. y. Post, lan. 3, 1958).

Walter Lippmann, rigorous realist serving the Econornic Royalists, whowalter LlPpmann, flgorous reaust servmg ure .Eronorntc Koyallsts, wno
has been raising warning signals anent the failures of Wall Street's diplomacy
for many months, has never written more sharply than he doe's in the April issuehas never written more sharply than he doe's in the April issue
of. The Atlantic. Here he expresses full agreement with George Kennan's call
for "disengagement"-itself a major instance of rifts in upper circles because
of manifest failure. "The Western allies," writes Lippmann, "had come to a

dcad end on the road which they had been following in the post-war years."
In fact, "the underlying premise of our post-war policy has been shown to
be false"; that underlying premise, says Lippmann, was the superiority of the
United States vis-a-vis the Soviet Union. But the fact is, and he italicizes these

17
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words, that when it comes to the USSR, "toc arc dcaling with on cqual powcr,
not on inleior one." Hence, the conclusion must be, for Lippmann, an agree-

ment between the two lnwers mutually protecting their vital interestsl this he
takes to bc the principle of discngagement.

Here, too, thCre is much of the traditional; and it is not possible for Wdter
Lippmann to move out of the old-fashioned balance-of-power framework, charac-
teiiitic of capitalist diplomacy. Nor is it possible for him to base his analysis
on the class"conflict reality that dominates that diplomacy. Yet even within
these powerful restrictioni, the reasonableness of co-existence is cornpelling-
a tribute to and a promise of the necessity of coexistence, given the world
as it is today.

Fundamentally similar findings, arrived at from quite another standpoint,
are ofiered by Norman Cousins, editor of The Satarday Reaiew. In a series
of editorials this past April, Mr. Cousins, who writes from a World-Federalist,
near-pacifistic view, sees the dominant line in American foreign policy to have
been "a fantasy in which security was compounded at least partially of self-
serving legends and myths of invulnerability and superiority"l he thinks per-
sistence in such a path may produce "a moral disaster for the United States"l
in any case, he finds as a fact that "there has been a steady and costly shrinkage
of American infuence in the world, especially among peoples of darker skins,
which is to say, the preponderance."

Similarly-and as a final instance*the N. Y. Post, voice of the Liberal Party
in New York City and important $reathervane of liberal and petty-bourgeois
influences within the Democratic Party, has never written more impatiendy
than in its editorial of April zo, entiiled "The Last Brink." 'The editorial
had reference to the charges brought by the Soviet Union against the United
States in connection with the Strategic Air Command "alerts." While it was
liberally spiced with the anti-Sovietism that the Post finds indispensable, it
nevertheless, in fact, accepted the justice and the seriousness of the charge and
demanded alteration in the policy which produced such practices. It denounced
"our national stupor"; the State Department's "smugness twhichl has alienated
so much of the world from America"; and "the insanity of the Administration's
nuclear policy." At the same time, while it was not new to find this paper
excoriating "ihe foot-dragging summitry of Dulles," there was to be noted,
when the Post paid its compliments to "the frozen formulae of Mr. Acheson,"
a weariness with inefiectual "bi-partisanship" in foreign affairs that luat some-
thing new. Since Acheson and Dulles have been responsible for foreign policy
under Truman and Eisenhower, one can see that the Post's evcn-handed slaps
do indeed herald a process of* "agonizing reappraisal."

What are the essential features of the foreign policy, denounced in such
strong terms by the varied staunch friends of capitalism whose words we have

iust quotedl
The Truman-Eisenhower foreign policy starts from the position that the

Soviet Union is the cnemy whose destruction would rodound to the benefit of
the United States. Ever since it appeared possible that the release of atomic en-

i
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crgy might bc transforrred into a dcliverable weaPon, that weapo:r-tho"gh, ."f
ur-th. uiti-"te one-was lookcd upon as thc instrument with which that funda-

mental aim rould be accornplishcd.
Thus, the atomic bomb-proiect rcdly started when General Leslie Groves

was placed in command of ihe'Manhattan Proiect, in September, 1942. When
Gen.'Groves was questiond, it tg54, at the Oppenheimer hearings, he tcstified:

I think it important to statrl think it is well known-that there

was never from about two weeks from the time I took charge of the
project any illusion ol my- part qur that. Russia_ was the enemy and ttrat
ihe' proleit was conducted 

-on that basis. I didnt .go alo.ng with the

artitude of the whole country that Russia was a gallant ally. I always

had suspicions and the pt-q-u.t w11 
-coldugted 

on.that basis.--(In the

Mattet i7 1, noOot Oppinhiimu, U.S. Gov't. Printing Ofice, Washing-

ton, 1954, p. rB.) t

It was to demonstrate to ttre Russians the invincibility of this weapon that
formed an essential reason for the atrocious decision made by Truman to drop

this bomb on two |apanese cities, without warning, despite -the fact that
he knew that |apan had started surrender negotiations it.Iuly,- r945-that
is, one month beiore the first bomb was dropped. The incineration of over

?oo.ooo laDanese men, women and children was done, too, to hasten that sur-

ierrd.r 
"nd 

to assure that in the fapanese peace setdement, the USSR would
not have a hand. Despite these facts, Mr. Truman lrrsists in iustifying this

horrorl he gets away with it in this country because the victims were ]apanese,
because the'knowledge of the actual truth'is not widesprel!, and bocause the

nature of that truth ls simplv too shattering and too terrible.*
Complementing and suppiementing the American government's dedication

to the destructiori of the socialist Soviet Union, is its support to colonialism.

This support derives in part from the relationship of colonialism to the strength

of its ailies.-4reat Britain, France, the Netherlands, Spain, Portugal, Bel-

sium; but it is ambivalent, largely because of the simultaneous desire to strip
ihose'allies of much of the looi they obtain from their colonies. [t is this am-

bivalence which is at the heart of what Matthew f. Kust has called "The
Great Dilemma of American Foreign Policy" (virginia Quarteily Reaiew,

Sprine, rqsS). The author, a formir associate in the Dulles' law firm of
suttiv"r" iid'cromwell, for years Legal Adviser to u.S. Embassies in Asia,

and now practicing law again in Washington,.acknowledgT-9"t today, in.the
world eeneral[y, "[merica is considered the champion of Western colonialism

and iniperialism." This is not dilficult to understand since, as -the author

himself declares, ever since the end of World War II, "the.,United States has

$en on the side of the colonial powers." The "dilemma" appears because

our allies "are vitally dependent on the economic advantages colonialism gives

them in Asia and Afriia"; whercfore "we support European colonialism in

Trbron,i".ion will be found in Roben J. C. Butow, latn's Decisim to Swnd.q (Stanford

ffi$fli:fi1&"?#llii,riii-r.-ia.-5l-n1ail.tt, 
Aiiomii v-eato*s and E6'-vert Retahu (Ca*
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o$e1 1o keep 9gr. European allies strong"; but this tends to "alienate the people
of Asia and AJrica."

Of course, Mr. Kust, while counting up the econornic spoils that England
and France derive from colonialism, fails to mention that-the united States
is in this-game up to its neck, and that the spoils taken by the American
investors far exceed in value that appropriated by the French-and the British
taker.r. together.__The failure to acknowledge this and probe it and oppose
it, allows Mr. Kust to lament and deplore, but not to- eliminate and 

-curel

hence, he is indeed left with a "dilemma"-that is, a probler4 with equally
distasteful solutions.

With these motives and intentions, the masters of our country see their
own concocted Cold War as plainly antecedent tq if not really pari of, actual
war, conducted when how, and under the circumstances they hope they will
be able to choose. The war may take the form of one enormous-engagement
or-and there is a growing tendency towards this view-it may take the form
of more or less "limited" conficts. If it takes the latter form, they know
there is no assurance that this may not burst forth into a full-scale global con-
flict; in any case, when projecting "limited" warfare, they project its recurrence
for an unlimited time.*

The assumption of being at war, albeit in the preparatory stages, permeates
the various confidential papers prepared for the Committee for Economic
Development at its recent r5th annual meeting. These papers--<oming from
experts attached to the government, like Edward L. Allen, in charge of eco-
nomic research for the CIA, or from others frequendy consulted by govern-
ment, like Professor f. Sterling Livingston of Harvard-are filled with such
terms as "adversaryr" "antagonist" and "opponent" when referring to the Soviet
Union. The matter is made altogether explicit by the introductory remarks
offered by Vice-President Nixon whq noting rg42 as the founding year of
the Committee, said: "fust as surely as we were in a war then, we are in a
war today." (The papers are published in a volume entitled, Souiet Progress as.
Arnericon Enterprise, Doubleday, N. Y., $z.oo).

Given these ends and this view, it is not surprising that olf,cial policy ro
jects the possibility of effective disarmament. It is important that this rejec-
tion be pinpointed, because it illuminates the actual practice, tortuous as it is,
of Dulles-diplomacy. Dr. Edward Teller, for example, in charge of major
governmental weapons projects, and described by Nixon as "a man who per-
haps has as keen an understanding of the whole world struggle as any man
to whom I have talked," has flatly stated that in his view "efiective disarma-
ment" schemes "are doomed to failure" (Foreign Affairs, |an., 1958). Henry
Kissinger, in his quasi-official and extremely infuential study, Nuclear Weapons
and. Foreign Policy (p. zo8) argues that "a meaningful [disarmamentl agree-
ment is almost impossible."

On the basis of such statements from such people, it is no wonder that
thoroughly responsible individuals have charged that the United States gov-

-t 

Thc ptesmt writa samined the arguments of and some of the literatue dealing with "limited"
war, in this magazine, August, 1957. Se also, chapter 1 of the Blackett book already cited.
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ernment, as presently administered, is opposed to disarmament. For examPle,

Norman Cousins writes:

There is no point in fooling ourselves. The State -Department has

becn willing to 
-talk 

about armi control for propag-llda.purposes. But
its basic poiitiot, well known to close obryrvgrs in Washington, is that
it does not believe that arms control is deirable<ven if a foolproof
system of enforcement could be achieved (Saturday Reaiew, April r9).

Surelv. one of the "close observers" in Mr. Cousins' mind must be the

Washington correspondent of the llew lorfi Times, E. W. Kenwor]hy, who

cleclarei in that piper (April 13) that the "real reason" for United States- op-

oosition to halting ils testi"g of 
-nuclear 

weapons was because of its "opposition

io a totrl ban on- atomic lieapons"; it did not avow this "real" reason, wrote

ii.rr*ortt y, because it feared 
'th" t."too was one which "it would be dilf,cult

to exolain and iustifv."- Tfl:1;#;'.r#iii policy, furthermore,. is not only to reiect the desirab.ility

and the possibility of teal disaimament; it also is one directed towards the fullest

rri ", ii, 
o*t disc.etiorr, of any and all wglpon:, no matter what their de-

.*u.riu*..r. In fact, American official poliCy is based upon the use of
:iear weapons in particular.
Quite recently, HenrY Keuite rJcently, ilenry Kissinger has affirmed that "our whole .strategy

i' a.=g""a.,',1on iuclear y."p"_":'l ${r1:_r: !!::,-1.q'ile,j::^1)."}t:^:*:ir d.-;;;."-'"".-f.o '*."poo1f, (Auis? !frairs-, Ap-ti|..1958)' This is the

^.""I"g "f 
ihe phrare in the originai qrryi\ Plin of 1946, 'instant and 

.condign

"""irfrri."t';: it'is the meanini of Dulles' declaration of policy in fanuary,
io.or "-rrriue retaliation at th; time and place of our choosing"'-"ilio,hing -."- 

b. plairr.r than this stateirent made by Field-Marshal Lord

Montgomery in October, 1954:

I want to make it absolutely clear that we at S.H.A.P.E are basing all
our operational planning on using atornic and thermo-nuclear weapons

in our defense.

In October, rg57, Dulles threatened atomic annihilation against the 
-soviet,t.. ''l'rrrlrev. in Tenuarv- ro<8- the Defense MinisterU"io", should'iti-tifop, .nt.r Turkey; in- ]anua.ry,. 1958, the. Defense Minister

"f Cii"i siitain statei thar an advance beyond their own borders by- Sovietof Griat Britain statea that an advance beyond their own borders by- Sovtet

troops carrying conventional arms would biing into instant play the f,l[ ar'

nuciear weapons in

what is stated as announced policy.

scnai of the A1lies' thermo-nuclear weapons."--b.. -1..ff.. 
J.op, the pose of "defeniiveness" and. simply w:ites: "Our an'

nounced policv is'that in-case of war we shall use the most efiective weapons

;"-ilb1" i""ri. -fni, it pt"i" comrnon sense." (Foreign Afrairs, |an', 1958)'

iil;;;r re.rse of this we shall examine laterl at the moment we Point to

at is stated as announced PolicY.
t;. i; it; as I have notei, that there has leen .a. 

tendency in official. circles

*^.,- +anrrar,lo th. "timite Ai' *o, theorv: it is said. as by Professor Blackett,to move towards the "limited" war theory; it is said, as by

i;r;;;;;il; ,h;t G ;t".tio"" policy of tfie Allies is now "limited" warfarc'
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while its "declaratory" policy remains "massivc rctaliation" cnvisaging global
wartare. Concerning' this, ii must be pointed out that so im-portant a figure
as Defensc Secretary McElroy confines his concept of "limited" wars to those

not fought between-the maioi powers, and even there he envisages the use bf
smdler-nuclear weapons. But he states that if the Soviet Union and the
United States, or any of its major allies, come into combat he does not s€e

how that can be kept on a small or limited levcl (UJ. News anil Woild Report,
April 25, 1958).

It may be well at this point to return to Dr. Teller's idea of "commorl
sens€." ihis is in linc wiih his whole emphasis playing down the horror
features of nuclear weapons, and minimizing or denying their awful power.
It is in line, too, with State Department efiorts, by use of such words as "clean"
and "discriminating" to accomplish the same Purpose and to accustom people
to the employmenf of nuclear wealrcns. In fact, today, NATO considers the
smaller, oi so<alled "tactical" nudear weapons to be part of its "conventional"
arms. Kissinger, in his book already cited (p. 3rr) specifically set out as "one
of the chief tasks of U.S. policy" that of "overcoming the trauma which at-
taches to the use of nuclear weapons."

The indubitable fact is that nuclear weapons have added a new quality to
war-makingl they have rendered possible the utter annihilation of all life
on this planet. The further fact is that warfare conducted with nuclear weaPons,
even if on something like the "limited" scale projected by Kissinger, would
carry with it casualties that would make the two World Wars appear as minor
forays.

It is worthwhile to spell out, even if quite briefly, the facts on this matter.
George W. Rathjens, lr, a member of the rily'eapons Systems Evaluation
Group under the Secretary of Defense, writes that were nuclear weapons to
be us€d today in warfare the "destruction of at least 5o/s of the population
of each antagonist is quite likely" (Woild Politics, fan., r958)-in a war con-
fined to the United States and the Soviet Union that adds up to two hundred
million people killed. /

Professor Blackett, Nobel Prize Winner for Physics in 1948, in his cited
book, declares that a standard H-bomL-that is, one of ten million tons of
TNT equivalent-would destroy an area of 4oo square miles, somewhat larger
than all of Greater London. He finds that a maximum of ten such bombs
would utterly cripple Great Britain, and thinks about fifty would do the same to
the United States. It is his opinion that the stockpile of all kinds of nuclear
bombs in the possession of the United States as of. ry55 came to about 3o,ooo1
of the Soviet Union, possibly as many as 6,ooo. And: "There is no efiective
defense at present, nor is there one in sight against a large-scale and deter-
mined atomic attack on .cities and centers of population."

..IDEAS IN OUR TIME' 
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The Australian physicisg Professor M. L. Otiphant, puts the truth in thrcc

rtork sentences:*
Atomic weapons have so increascd the destrtrctiv-e Pow:r. of modern

,orh-b.r*or, *"ifrr" that the complete destruction of the industries and

liti., of both sides in any world combat is inevitable'
There is no efiective'defense against atomic weaPons and it is very

doubtful whether any defense is possible'- ih; "fiot. 
of radioactivity pioduced in all-out war with atomic

weapons might be disasuous for the human race'

As to radioactivity and fall-out, mentioned. by frof'. Oliphgt, ,mrrch 
ob-

,"uir.rtir* and down-rilht lying has been fonhc6ming from ofrcially blessed

il;;i; d"rt ir. y.t"the'faii of real danger.is.indubitable; how.pressing

ir-i" !"*tii,". And the fact of real harm islndubitable; how extensive is in
question.' The most useful and readable book on this matter that I have yet seen is

b, R;ioh B. Lrpp, The Voyage ol the Lucft1t Dragon (Harper, New

%rr.,--'nl.:"). 
--pil'l.pp 

was-leader of the- scientific. gloup et the

roa6'Bil1fi'bo*b t r6,Trrd ** head of the Nuclear Physics Branch, Ofrce

;f'N;;f-d.r;;;;h. fli*olrr*" is a caretul study of the facts concerning 1!re

r.air,i"" poito"ing suflered by |apanese-.fishermln in r954.-when their ship

.r*"-*ilnl" one f,undred miles of- an H-bomb explosion. All of the men be'

;; ;;;;v fi ""a 
were hospitalized for morJ than ? w3t; one of them

p.rirfr.a, T(e [fe+xpe.t"rr.y oi the survivors was cut by five years. As a

"J; 

,il fi;; ..plosions'conducted in that 1954 .seriis !y $".U'S', fish

were contaminated ovir an area of one million squaie miles i{r the Pacific Oceanl

S.o* ro.r.r" *i1., *.r" dusted with a lethal-dose of radioactivity; and the

i,ii"if,"'lrir'.f--[""g.f"p, an island in the vicinity, w]rg h.ad been. arbitrarily

moved bv the Uniied 
'St"t r, were not returned to their homes, for fear of

contamination, until 37 months after the explosions'

Dr. Lapp declares: "what happened. to those aboard the.shtp.was a very

,r"rU-t.ffifi oi the radioactive pe*ril which would be unleashed in a nuclear

war." He continues:

Three years after the explosion, ofrcials of the U'S' Government still

,.m.J to'acknowledg. th. typ. it bomb detonated at Bikini. Instead,

in.u ,ro*o,.d the viriues of a"'humanitarian" bomb--a label-they soon

;;;|.ilJ;tfor which they substituted the adiective "clean'' Jhe se-

mintic nonsense about the "clean" bomb continues. Perhaps lt rs more

I*g.r""t itt"n mere nonsense, for- it implies a kind ,ot as1P1: war'

,."riirrg in some way,to remove an element of terror and hence deterrence

from the use of. nuclear weaPons.

what is ,.comllron sense,, to Dr. Teller is "nonsense'l tg Dt. Lapp. For me,

*h;-;;-."i;;r-,il realm of promulgating policy which can only have as

u.,"'#o*rJff#y1t$i:7r)Ttt"1 
book eilite'l bv V' H' Vallace' Patu to Peace (Ctmbtldec
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an end result the annihilation of hundreds of millions of people, he has passed
out of the zote ol sense altogether and into the area of iriminal insanity.

ttt

Official U.S. policy is based not only upon the use of these monstrous
yelpo.ns; it se"J.s to spread their availability to its allies as widely as possible.
It insists that West Germany accept nuclear weapons, and the rulers-of that
country have obliged; it desires to set up bases for the launching of mrclear-
armed missiles in half a dozen countriei and is going ahead with this; it is
encouraging France in its nuclear-weapon program. And the Eisenhower Ad-
ministration, as I write these lines, is pressing vigorously for the enactment of
legislation that will enable it to give fullest assisiarrce io numerous "reliable"
c.ou_ntries so that they may__develop their own capacity to make nuclear weapons.
"we want to keep our allies stro'gr" says rhe President of the united States
at his press conference o1 April 23. "we want them to have the use of just as
mqdgrn we.agons- as we do." _Mr. George W. Rathjens, fr., in the already cited
article-and he is now in the service of the Office of Defense-admits: ,,Of
course, there is implicit in_ the widespread distribution of nuclear weapons a
greater risk. of. irresponsible qsage." Yet, that is official American poli"y-
urgendy and vigorously pushed.

So, of -course, is the entire fantastically dangerous policy of instant and
constant alert practiced by the Strategic Air command fiom hundreds of
bases throughout- the world -ringing the soviet union. This has been high-
!-ig_lted. by the {empd _made !y ihe Soviet Union that this practice ceise.
What it means is that_ hundredi of crews, trained in the performance of a
particular mission-as the destruction of odessa-move to thl accomplishment
of -this mission, in plancs fying seven to nine hundred miles an ho^ur, when
radar. screens. pi:!^^p images- showing objects apparently moving from the
direction of the USSR outward.

These planeE armed 
_ 
with H-bombs, not only fy all about the world, but

"$"4ly.tak9_o-fi 
regularly-on combat missions for haff a dozen places within

the soviet union. That the same act is not performed by the Soviet union,

-that it is not, was stated. by Gromyko-_ appears to be ail whi.h up to now
has prevented irretrievable disaster, for if fig6ti from both sides set oui at these
speeds, armed, towards each other, it is difficult to know what would then
prevent Armageddon.

^ claims of a foolproof system advanced by the u.s. governmert are absurd.
one of the bases for this claim is held to be the fact -that the final order to
c-Try through the attagk musr come from the President himself. Meaning no
disrespect to so exalted a figure, I must protest that having a decision r.it in
the. lap of Mr. Eisenhower is far from a-foolproof 

"rr"ngJ*errt. 
we are told

elaborate code systems are in fo^rcel code sysiems have leen read incorrectly
and have been sent wrongly. one may point out that the Nazi destruc'-
tion of Rotterdanr was carried through because a coded messaqe sent from the
Luftwafie to an oficer reading: "Do not attack " was read b"y that ofhcer as,
'Attac,k."
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Furthermore, in addition to the cver-present possibility of error, one has
the problem of provocation. Here several considerations appear. First, is thc
fact that the advocacy of "preventive war" is still heard in highest circles. It
is not only that in r95o the Secretary of the Navy called for this; as recently
as the spring of. ry55, h the Yalc Rcuiew, Henry Kissinger published an article
entided "American Policy and Preventive W'ar"; there he stated that preventive
war was being seriously discussed in responsible quarters. Furthermore, how
responsible need the quarters be, if an officer in charge of a plane can himself
decide whether or not he is to obey a coded message-that does arrive and that
he does read correcdy-telling him to turn backl Suppose he decides not to
turn back? Lloyd V. Berkner, president of the International Council of Sci-
entific Unions, has remarked about the pressing dangers arising becarse
"critical command tends to devolve to lower and lower echelons" (Foreign
Afiairs, |an. 1958). Now, critical command is not only devolving to lower
and lower levels, but with the policy of spreading possession of nuclear
weapons, it is encornpassing more and more countries and lower and lower
levels within their responsibility!

It is also necessary to state-wthout intending to indict any individual-
that the phenomenon of provocation exists. It is, for example, now admitted
by the late Admiral Horthy in his recently published Memoirs that while
Hungary went to war against the Soviet Union, in t94r, charging
that the Red Air Force had bombed a llungarian border town, the bombing
actually had been done, by prearrangement, by Nazi planes. Acconding
to the American magazine, Missiles and Rocfoets (]an., 1958) there have been
"numerous and continuing SAC flights over the sovereign territory of the
USSR. . . ." The New Yorft Times (March zo, ry58) reports that a former
off,cer of the British Royal Air Force published an article in an Oxford Uni-
versity magazine, describing his own ParticiPation in deliberate aerial incur-
sions 

-over -soviet territory, underuken in order to test the tactic and speed of
the Soviet response. So glaring was this, that a Member of Parliament de-

manded in Commons: "Cbuld not this kind of crazy Provocation spark off a
new warl"

Most serious is the report made by Paul ]ohnson, in the internationally
respected London weekly, Neu Statesman (March 8, 1958) which _I have not
ree-r, .om*.nted upon by the American press. Mr. |ohnson states that on No-
vember z, 1956, the National Security Council-the highest strategic body-
met in emeigency session in Washington, and that throughout the night in-
telligence reports- reached it of "soviet military overfights" in Turkey and
Iran. Mr. |ohnson continues:

Mr. Dulles wished to respond to these moves by alerting SAC and
deploying its squadrons in a manner which would groyide "ocular evi'
d.irce!' oT America's will to resist. But the air force chiefs explained that
such an action would be tantamount to war; that the sizc and nature of
SAC mcant that it would not gct all its aircraft airborne, and bcgin the
complex process of acriel rcfueling, without revealing to the enemy its
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axes of attack, knowledge of which would undermine the deterrent
unless it was rcolly intended to use it this time. lltalics in original.l
Moreover, 

_ 
they ad<led, once it became clear that SAC was gettin[ into

position, the Russians would be bound to do the same, and ihen a con-
fict would become virtually inevitable.

_ This, then, was one of Mr. Dulles' brinks that have not been publicized
!ep. Happily, while the Council was srill sitting and pondering, *rites Mr.
Johnson, "further intelligence reports revealed thaithere was ,o ridar evidence
of Soviet overflights." One rejoices that the Council hesitated, and that the
screens found what they did, and that they were read correcdy and that the
intelligence reports were dispatched prompdy and arrived in time. But there
is an actual example; there is something that, we are responsibly informed,
really,,-happened-who would say that -the 

arrangements 
-here 

were "fool-
proof"l

It is necessary also * ,.rrr*U ,..:.r, of a well-authenticated occurrence
which demonstrates that on the highest levels there appears at times outright
deception; that such deception is practiced in pursuit of policy; and that iiris
policy. carries with it commitment to the use of nuclear wiapons and therefore
opposition to anything which induces the cessation of weapons-testing, let alone
progress towards actual disarmament.

_ On September 19, ry57 the Atomic Energy Commission, in order to
demonstrate that one could produce atomic exploiions, under ploper conditions,
which could not be detected from any considerabG distan'ce,'detonated an
atomic bomb one-tenth as potent as that which destroyed Hiroshima and did
this within a z,ooo-foot long tunnel dug into a mountain. AEC thereafter
reported, with the full weight of its o$cial position behind it, that the explo-
sion had been detected at a maximum distan& of z5o miles. The u.s. Govern-
ment did not fail to announce that this confirmed its view of the impossibility
of effectively banning atomic weapon-testing.

The terrible fact is, however, that a siation ol the u.s. Goaernncflt in
Alaska, over 2,5oo miles away, had reconded the blast. This was not made
knownl rather the contrary ieport was made public and was used, though
known _to be false, in support of a policy furtheiing the atomic arm, rac.. -It
w-as o.nly. the -revelation made first by Harold E. -Stassen, in February r95g,
after he had been 6red by the Preside$,_ that the blast had been piciled--up
at d_istances greater than slated !y F. AEC, and after further inquiry by senal-
tor }lumphrey that 

-the full truth about this bccamc public.

- It is clear, thercfore, that the unilateral cessation'of nuclear-weapons testing
by the. Soviet Union is an act that could be subject to effective international
supervision even under present conditions. Furthermore, the usSR has ofiered
to part-icipate at 

- 
once in an inspection system which would provide for the

establishment of international detecting staiions on its own bor&rs, at distances
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of soo miles. Where the.U.S. government stands now on this matter, we will let
Professor charles c. Price, of the chemistry department of the 

-university 
of

Pcnnsylvania, explain:

The refusal of the Administration even to discuss seriouslv with the
soviet union their proposal to set up instrumentar inspection posis through-
out the soviet union to monitoi a ban on furthir nuclJar explosiins
raised grave doubts in my mind as to the sincerity of the Adminitration
statement on the arms-control problem. (Letter to iv. y. Times, April z4.j

**it

why i9- it America's.policy wlrich induces among Europeans "a crisis of
consciencer" and here a "moral crisis"l Why is it America',s policv which is
"obsessed with military power"l that is "at'a dead end,'; th'at pioduces..a
national stupo.r"l that the world "idendfies with coloniaiism"l'why is ii
American policy to disguise nuclear destruction with words about .icleanli-
ness"l -to lie ahgut the results of its own experiments; to practice a brinkman-
ship that terrifies humanity and identifies 

-to 
the vast maioritv of mankind

the name of our country yith the main obstacle to disarmarnent;'that makes of
our country the source of deliberate and continued contamination of the seas
and the air that belong to all menl

The idea is gaining ground that the very horrendousness of modern war
makes war impossible; that in these new teims it is not really important to
i1.s1iir9 into the cause of- the war danger; it is enough only to point io the an-
nihilating. quality of modern-weaporrrlo insure theii rrot u.irrg used. There is
nothing in the experience_of humanity to justify this view; "on the contrary,
everything that has gone before pointi to ih. eitr.me dubiousness of such a
position. one of the values of l,ouis |. Halle's new book, choicc for suraiaal
(lJrp.l:. N. Y., 92.75.)-with the main thesis of which,an argument for
"limited". warfare, I dpagrge-. is that it brings forward 

'someth"ing of the
past illusions that the frightfulness of weapons assured the eliminatioi of war.

No, weapons--of any kin_d, even so 
-qualitatively 

new as thermonuclear
weapons-r_emain instrumentalitie_s of poli-y. And 

-that 
policy remains the

function of.organized states, and those staies.remain the exprlssions of par-
ticular social systems, and are themselves, ultimately, the instrumentalities of
those ruling such systems.

. Th}s,_despite_the enorrnous and insistent propaganda here to the effect
that the Soviet union threatens war and aggressio:"fit is a fact that leading
figures repeatedly have admitted, to their c"naaanL and under private cir"-
cumstancesr. that this was not true. Forrestal, for example, before madness befell
him, confided to his diary in )une, 1946 that he did not berieve the uSSR
would attack "at any time." In |unl,' rg48, General walter Bedell smith
reported to the.SecuriB C,ouncil that "the Russians do not want.,.war,,; a mili-
tary report to the NATo c,ouncil in r95r found that there were "no serious
indications that the soviet union is pieparing for hostilities"l Eisenhower's
Chicf of Staff in rg5z, General Gruenlher, reported to him that he saw no
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such prepa.rations and felt certain the Russians were not going to war.*
To the degree that one is serious in his efiorts to contribute to wiping

out the scourge of war, he will seek to comprehend its source. For, of course,
effective therapy depends first of all upon accurate diagnosis. Then, one can
seek to apply the means to overcome the disease; but first one must know,
with as much accuracy as possible, exacdy what disease he is combatting.

ln the modern era, tlre great, ccntral cause of war-that cause without
rvhich the efiect would not appcar-has been imperialism. To know and prove
this truth today, with what is at stake in war or peace, is of transcendent con-
sequence. And for an American, for one who lives in that country representing
the apex of monopoly capitalism's power, for him the duty of exposure is all
the more urgent. No morc patriotic task exists.

An Australian scholar, Dr. Frederick E. Ernery, of the University of Mel-
bourne, finds that the basic source of V/orld War I, "lies in the inherendy
unstable and highly explosive balance of power, arising from and spurred on
by the imperialist demands of the dominant Enancial and industrial monopo-
lies of the major powers." He finds that the process leading to World War Il
"was basically similar"; and study convinces him that these basic war-driving
attributes of imperialist systems are absent from socialist ones.**

The impact of these forces on American foreign policy today are also de-
cisive. This encompasses ideological hatred and economic fear of socialisml the
enormous profits to be made from war and war-preparations***; the internal
necessity to seek areas for investment of excess capital at higher rates of profits;
the drive to assure cheap and abundant raw materials; to undercut or eliminate
competing imperialisms; to repress colonial liberation movements; to foment
chauvinisms and jingoisms that divert from domestic exploitation and insecur-
ity; to pay ofi components within the potentially dangerous sectors of society
with excess obtained from overseas; to buy "permanent prosperity." These are all
living realities in American life that one may find documented in any issue
ot the'Wall Street lournal or Business Weeft or U,S, News and World Report;
one may find it in naked form in the reports made to the Committee for 

-Eco-

nomic Development, published recendy by Doubleday in a volume already cited-
all this quite apart from the work of Marxist scholars as Victor Perlo,'Hyman
Lumer, Paul Baran, Alphacus Ffunton, ]ames S. Alllen, ro cire oniy " f"*
of the more recent contributors from our own country.

I have referred to monopoly capitalism's power, and to dominant financial
and industrial monopolies. This is decisive in comprehending the modern
drive to war. [ts existence in our country is unmistakable, though its denial,
in mass media of circulation, is continual. But here is a study, Economic
Power and the Free Society, by A. A. Berle, )r., a former Assistant Secretary

-;5o*-"o.*ion fo3- th.ig and other insances will be found io tbc csay by Geofirey Shap io
the volume edited by V, H. \7allace, and already cited.

r * Emery's essay is also in the \Tallace volume.
**r The late Harold Laski, in.his lriberty it1 tbe- Modqn Stato (1949)- quoted a Freoch gmeral

as sayin* in 1908: "Thc corpomtions beliwe that it is the governoent's dufo to make war 6 thai
thcy hai be assured of theit ptofts." And 6fty years lateri {
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of State, a leading attorney and an authority on the nature of the modern
corporation, in which these words occur (p. r4):*

*t
Today approximately 50 per cent of American manufacturing-that is

everything other than financial and transportation-is held by r5o cor-
porations, reckoned at least by asset values. If finance and transportetion
are included, the total increases . . . about two-thinds of the economically
productive assets of the U.S., excluding agriculture, are owned by a group
of not more than 5oo corporations. This is actual asset ownership . . .

in terms of powcr, without regard to asset positions, not only do 5oo
corporations control two-thirds of the non-farm economy but within each of
that 5oo a still smaller group has the ultimate decision-making power.
This is, I think, the highest concentration of economic power in recorded
history. Since the U.S. carries on not quite half of the manufacturing
production of the entire world today, these 5oo groupings-each with its
own litde dominating pyramid within it-represent a corcentration of
power over economics which makes the medieval system look like a

Sunday school party. In sheer economic power this has gone far beyond
anything we have yet scen.

Mr. Berle draws conclusions from his observations about "the free society"
with which I sharply disagree; and politically he feels it necessary to acquiesce

in this domination of the economy of our country. But the point here is the
infuence of this economic power over politics; and more specifically, the in-
fluence of this economic power over the shaping of American foreign policy
and over the conducting of American diplomacy" Mr. Dulles has taken it upon
himself lately to speali of a debauched and prostituted diplomacy; I would
suggest that one in the service of the kind of concentrated economic power
to which Mr. Berle has pointed had better exercise caution in accusing others
of being debauched and prostituted.

tl

The capacity to give every human being a good and abundant life has been

achieved by mankind; with that capacity has come also the capacity to anni-
hilate all mankind. The development of these capacities has gone hand in hand
with and been the product of ttrat social development which has made capi-
talism senile and brought socialism to ever-increasing millions of people. The
disintegration of -the system of exploitatio.n..and.its replacement by a 

^system 
of

collectivity and fraternity ofier the possibility in our era, for the first time,
of eliminating wer.

Hence, everywhere, the struggle for peace is taking on dimensions and
urgency and militancy that are exhilarating. This is organized and fully con-
scious and enormously po,tent among Socialist nations; the leadership in the
struggle against World War III by ihe Sovict Union has been as magnificent
and-is deiisivc a contribution to mankind as was the same Socialist country's
leadcrship in thc defeat of fascism in World War II.

-. 
ob,.io"blo frora Thc Fund for thc Rcpublic, 60 B. 42nd St,' N,Y.C., tt no chusc.
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The rcign of aiolcnce is dead,
Or dying sarely lrom the world?

The developing movcment for peace in thc colonial wodd and in the
countries recently liberated-particularly India--constitute an additional re-
inforcement of the greatest importance. And in the major European cap.i-
talist nations the opposition to war is spreading and deepening; the same is
occurring, so far on a smaller scale, in our own country. Here I wish only to men-
tion two very broad and magnificent efiorts seeking an end to nuclear-weapon
testing, the destruction of atomic and thermonuclear weapons, a ban upon their
use, and general disarmament-all of which are necessary steps towards the guar-
anteeing of peace on earth: the National Committee for a Sane Ndclear
Policy and the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom.

These movements encompass in their leadership men and women like
Clarence Pickett, of the American Friends; Dr. Linus Pauling; |ames G.
Patton, president of thc National Farmers' Union; ]erry Voorhis, of the Co-
operative League of America; Dr. Mordecai |ohnson, President of Howard
University; Pead S. Buck; A. Philip Randolph and many others of equal
distinction. On certain minima, as enumerated above, agreement can be
achieved among the vast majority of the American people; war is made more
remote to the degree that the program is spread and explained, the issues made
clear, and the will for peace organized, even if it be only around those ele-
mentary demands directed towards wiping out the nightmare of nuclear ex-
termination.

Harrison Brown, renowned American scientist, in a closely reasoned appeal
for disarmament and coexistence, concludes (The Reporter, Aprrl 3, 1958):

I realize that it is a long way from cessation of nuclear tests and the
assignment of the control of space to the establishment of a truly peace-
ful world. But it seems to me that we have got to start someplace,
and we have got to start soon. We are rapidly approaching the-time
when it will be too late.

Let us have a new race-a disarmament race, Let us overtake and surpass
the Russians in thisl Let us test the Russians and not the bombs!

Can we not at last say, with Iangfcllow:

Book Review

MASTER OF DECEIT

Masters ol Deceit: Thc Story ol Communism it America and Hou to Fight lt,
by f. Edgar Hoover (Holt, N. Y.,374 pp. $S.oo).

In reviewing this book I feel like simelY saying: 'A:ry resemblance to the

Communist Pafty or any of its members, ilive or d1ad, is purely coincidental,"

and let it go at if,at. lf is a hodge-podge of sland:r, gossip, hearsay statements

6v irrfor*."rs, and downright lies] Ho*-."o one dignify ii with a replyi This
rri.r, i, buttressed by a slfsuggestion that the author is, of course, not revealing-
;t L;,. of materill knLwn""exclusively to the F.B.I."-a stock in trade of
Hoor.r'on., the years. f. Edgar Hoover is today_ 116 gndjsputed czar of the

nn.t., " master of sett-aauUiion, who continuaily publicizes himself on the

radio,'in the press and magazines, speaks.to women's clubs, graduating classes,

trrriners men, the Legionr-etc. If ever there was. a shining-.example of the
;."ii-.r the' individu"al," it is exemplified in this politically illiterate and

conceited man, who hai used almost 
-unlimited powei for the attempted re-

pression of the Bill of Rights.' He claims to be the oitstanding expert on the American Communists since

roro. I have known the communistf even longer, going back several years

6'.f6r. tfr. founding of the Party, when m"ny w.te- in- the fuft-wing-of the

Socialist party. I [ave also known the words and deeds of ]. Ldgar Floover

for the past four decades._ He is incapable_ of a fair and obiective opinion

or, "ry 
iadical group of the entire period,- He was 

- 
a professional Red-baiter

and Red-hunter [.for. there was a Communist Party, from his first employment

Ur-rfr. Department of |ustice in r9t7, at the agi of zz. Pteviorrsly he had

*"r[.a i" ^the Library of Corrgr.rr, *lr.r he _becime familiar with card index

svstems-no doubt hdpful tJ his future efforts at establishing dossiers on

ffi;; oi,t*..i.rrrs,'from Presidents and their families, Congressmen and'S;;r*r, -do*r, 
.o dog catchers. He has also collected a fingerprint file of

orodisious Droportions-76 millions in t943.
' Irr- r9r9 'th. B,rt.",, of Investigation of the- leparlqrgnt of fustice set uP an

Aoi-nia;iot Diaision. Hoover 6"*. its chief ind his career was launched.

F;;; ;;;rk later, he sounded ofi on his theme song_ (repeated. in -this -book)

-.;Th. Dresent oisanizrd world-wide class struggle threatens the foundations

of ro"i.t! and civ"ilizarion." He named his ou-t6t the General Intelligence
piririo"r'*tich bccame the F.B.I. in 1924, with Hoover as its chief. Fourteen

il;;; Generals and seven Presidents, Ripublicans and Democrats, havc come

;J;;;. U"t for 34 ycars this man has rimained, hcad of his pcrsonal police

6r
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force, refusing even to allow it to be placed under Civil Service, as are other
Government agencies. His bright young men are trained in his methods and
are responsible to him. A mande of secrecy in the name of security, shrouds
their records. Only after a recent Supreme Court decision did the F.B.I.,
faced with the charge of perjury, reluctantly admit that there were tape
recordings of Ircuis Budenz' first conversations with them in 1945, which thiy
had previously denied even to government lawyers. War on radicilism has been
Ffoover's preoccupation for four decades. It has caused the F.B.I. to commit
excesses rebuked by cou.ts and investigated by Congress. But all to no avail.
FIe remains a law unto himself.

Yet Mr. Hoover is signally inept when dealing with real crime. He never
solved the mystery of the tgrg-tg2o bomb plots, which he blamed on the
I.W.V/. and others, but which he used in ]une, rgzo f.or frantic appeals for
more funds. It was my opinion then, and nothing has happened to change
it since, that these acti were cornmittid by provociteurs, Iife the New Yoik
policeman who later planted a bomb in St. Patrick's Cathedral and got himself
promoted to a detective, in consequence of his arrest of a group of Anarchists.
Before there were "Communists" Mr. Hoover's targets in crushing dissent were
Socialists, Anarchists, I.W.W.'s, and conscientious objectors.

Methods were originated which are still in use-with more upto-date tech-
niques-such as placing informers and provocateurs in organizations, wire-
tapping, making stenographic reports of public speeches, opening of mail, seiz-
ing of libraries (sometimes of valuable personal collections), publishing lists
of pacifists and antiwar radicals, causing people to lose jobs and be blaclilisted,
r'evoking second-class privileges of periodicals, night raids, etc. Radicals were
lynched, as was Frank Little, and force and violence, by beatings and tar and
feathers, occurred in many places, as the early records of the American Civil
Liberties Union show-yet we never heard of any F.B.I. investigations of these
brutalities. Why should they investigate acts which their own organization
encouragedl

Try as he will, f. Edgar Hoover cannot evade responsibility for the in-
famous Palmer raids of rgtg-r92o, when reports of the nationwide midnight
raids were ordered sent to him in Washington. Ten thousand men and
women were arrested, 6,5oo were released only after days of F.B.I. inquisition
incommunicado. The majority were freed later by indignant Federal- courts.
Several hundred were deported, after long confinement under excessive bail
demanded by the Bureau. These high handed, illegal practices were denounced
by prominent attorneys, including Felix Frankfurter, Zachariah Chafee,
Roscoe Pound and Francis Fisher Kane, who had resigned as U. S. Attorney
in Philadelphia in protest against such actons. Hoover now tries to disasso-
ciate himself from the terrible human tragody of these raids. But he secured
the ship, the Bulord (called the Deportation Ark), from the Navy and personally
supervised its departure, on Dec. 2r, r9rg. Familics were torn apart, sepa-
rated forever, and wives and children left penniless. Nor can Mr. Hoover
evade responsibility for the tragic fate of Andrea Salsadeo, an Anarchist printer
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who was held for eight weeks in r9zo, as a private prisoneq without warrant,
in the o6ces of the Bureau in New York City. His crushed body was found
one day at dawn on the pavement below. His companion, Robert Elia, similarly
held a prisoner, was immediately deported before reporters could question him.

I could go on indefinitely out of my memories of labor defense in bygone
days. I could mention the state raid instigated by the Bureau in rgzz against
the Communist Party convention in Michigan when planted agents were
uncovered. I can cite the aid given to the state of Massachusetts in the prose-
cution of Sacco and Vanzetti, although two agents who attended the trial later
admitted they were convinced of their innocence. Yet Mr. Floover asserted
then, as now, that the F.B.I. is rnerely a fact-finding body, not involved in
prosecution. FIow can he explain its activity in rgzz which caused the arrest
of r,zoo striking railroad shopmen under the Sherman Anti-Trust law and the
loss of their strikel

In Chapter zr of this book, Mr. Hoover asserts that the Communist Party
has been an agency for espionage and sabotage since r9r9. How does he
reconcile this with the report he made in ry24 to his superior, Asst. Attorney
General Donovani Then he wrote: "It is, of course, to be remembered that
the activities of Communists and other ultra-radicals have not up to the present
time constituted a violation of the Federal statutes, and consequently, the
Department of ]ustice, theoretically, has no right to investigate such activities
as there has been no violation of Federal law." The restraining hand oI
Attorney-General Stone was felt at this time, when he ordered the end of
spying, telephone snooping and undercover work. However, Hoover bided
his time until he was able to return. to the old tricks, with the departure
of Mr. Stone. By r94o another Senate Committee which included 

- 
Harr

Trrrman. Rohert Wasner and others. heard a list of charoes against the F.B..Truman, Robert Wagner and others, heard a list of char
/hlch lncluded Harry
rges against the F.B.I.
,8.I. asents conductedthat sounded like ryrg-rgzo. This was the y€ar that F.B.I. agents conducted

midnight raids in Detroit and Milwaukee, arresting a large number charged
with recruiting men to go to Spain several years before. In Detroit the
prisoners were marched through the streets in chains.

This is the background for Masters of Deccit. It is a dull and superficial
book, parroting all the distortions, exaggerations and misrepresentations of
the last forty years. It is based on such a deep-seated hatred and prejudice
that it is akin to vile stories peddled by unscrupulous anti-Catholics against
nuns and priests, or those of anti-Semites who proclaim the torged Protocols
of. Zion. It is a rehash of every canard, hoax and legend, plus every stereo-
typed charge either rejected in our trials or thrown out later by the Supreme
Court.

Much of this book is ridiculous, although some of it unfortunately follows
the line of people who have recendy resigned from the Party. The chapter
called "This Is the Partyr" is a travesty.

Nothing the Party does is good, nothing it does is right; all in the Party
are slaves or dupes; tyrants and bureaucratsl traitors to their country potential
spies, agcnts of Moscow, etc., ad nauscurn. All Communists conform to a pat-
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terrl with |. Edgar Hoover. "Ruthless" is the word. Marx was "egotistical,
crafty, stubborn." Lenin was "utterly cynical." Foster is "a miniaturJ Hider."
"Russian control" is the chorus to every verse. Co+xistence must be the bane
of Floover's existence. How could he-live without a Red Menacel

To answcr this tiradc would be to dignify delibcrate fabrication. I rcfer
every honest American to the real history of the Communist Party in the
past 38 years. It fought in the zo's to maintain civil liberties for itself and
otlersl_ in the 3o's for the unemployed; in the 4o's against fascisml and always
to build unions, and to- secure full rights for the Negro people. And it be-
lieves in 

_ 
Socialism, a- d fights imperialism. In the last 

-decade, our Party
has spearheadod the fight for thc Bill of Rights, against the Smith Act, thl
Iqtgrya ftcutity Actr the Taft-Hartlcy law, Loyalty [ests and against all forms
of McCarthyism; it has fought against war. Ii is'because we [ave challenged
the reactionary purposes and immoral methods of Hoover and the F.E.I.
during all these years thar we have won his hatred.

I-et me add a few further comments. Mr. Floover is greatly concerned

!! _nlotgct the Negro people frorn us, lest we "disaffect thJ Negroes of the
U.S.A.," as the Bureau reported in its early days, when it attackil The Mcs-
lelgcr as dangerousl and spied on people like W. E. B. Du Bois, fohn Haynes
Holmes_and Mary White Ovington for their support of equal rights of-the
N.Sr9 i.-, America. The {egro press was accuied by the G.I.D. of being
"insolently. offensive" and fillid with "defiance and insolently rr.e-..nt.red
condemnation of the white race." |ames Weldon ]ohnson, 

-Negro 
writer,

Secretary of the NAACP, opposed a Bureau-sponsored sedition bill -that would
have _made agrtation on the race issue seditious. He read to Congressmen
an advance notice of time and place when a Negro was ro be burned at the
stake and Governor Bilbo's statement that he could not prevent it. where was
Mr. Hoover and the F.B.I. when these terrible evenG occurredl In r94r,
Negro organizations called the attention of Congress to the fact that Mr.
Hoover had never hired a single Negro as an F.Bj. agents. But far more im-
portpt, the_ F.B.I. has done nothing for the right oi Negro citizens to vote
in the South, wherc millions are baired from the franchii by force and vio
lence, nor has the F.B.I. done anything to help enforce the'Supreme Court
decision- on desegregation of schools, busses, etc. The F.B.I. is ionspicuously
abgent {rom every situation involving an invasion of the rights and- freedom
of .the Negro _peopll I know of no lnstance of a single arrest or prosecution
originated with an _F.B.I. investigation 9f mob action or illegal denial of rights
to Negro people. Negroes have been lynchod, burned at the stake, shot do'wn
for. attempting tq vitlr have been framgd-up, dcprived of their-civil rights
11rd gf their legal lght to be trigd by their peeri; denied jobs; herded tto
|im crow communities, sertions of railreds, busses and stations; denied service
in restaurants and theatres; denied tlp right to attcnd schools and colleges.
Where has the F.B.I. ever come to their iidl Yet we Communists ,r. %*-
ploiting" them.if. w-e.:p€.aB ouj ol these outrages and try to hclp the Negro
people secure their full rights in their own countryl

While I was in Alderson Federal Women's Prison, serving a three year
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scntcnce under the thought-control Smith Act, I met many juvenile offenders,
who were the victims of an over-zealous F.B.I. in enforcing the Dyer Aci
:rgninst young "joy riders." Mr. Bennett, head of the Feieral Bureau oi
l)risons, has objected on more than one occasion to these juveniles being brought
to federal institutions and congressman Dyer protested against the ia* bei"rrg
.sed in this manner rather thln against 

'aduit 
criminali. The view sharel

by other Government Bureaus, except the F.B.I., is that these cases should be
rlealt with in their own communities. Young girls, sometimes away from
home for the first time, are.exposed in a Fielal prison to four ranguage,
boastful tales of all sorts of crimes, details of prostitution, of narcotic saies and
rrddiction, and to lesbianism. No one of them but is bound to be afiected by
this terrible environment. It is a tragic thing to see rhe change for the l,u,orsi
take place _in these children-so thai Mr. Fioor., can pose as* an authority on
juvenile delinquency.

- From my- personal experie_nce 
_ 
before, during and since my prison term,

I can state that I know literally hundreds of people who have' d..r harrr.ej
try the F.B.I.-smith Act deferidants and theii families, families of commu-
trists who were not available to the F.B.I.; foreign-born workers; trade-union
tnembers, far removed from the communist Pariy; students, teachers, artists,
lctors, inter-racial social groups,,_housewives going about their shopping, hotei
keepers, restaurant owners, landlords, doctorq ali- for purposes of'.urrlifla.rce
rs to their beliefs or those of people with whom they might have associared.
Not even in prison are men and women safe from F.B.I.lnterrogation. This
$zo,ooo a ye* 

-snooper, whose men are ready to sift garbage or" spy on the
family afiairs of a senator, who will arrest a child but -hrr. 1..r, uniuccessfui
in tracing down the top hundred gangsters of the country-surely it is time for
him to.be exposed as an incompetenifraud. His bureau spends'millions every
Iearr his arrny increases and so does crime. He is so tusy witch-hurrting,
that the F.B.I. with all . its facilities actually contribute s approximately 

"niyr per cent of all criminal arresrs and convictions in the U.S-,i.
The title of this book is a complete misnomer, as applied to the communist

Party and Froover has made no case ro prove it eiiher in court or in this
book. .Act'rally, Master of Deceit and conceit would be a fitting title for a

csting comments on this man and his deeds, which could include those of

biography of J. Edgar tloover. k '"vill yet be written, with , *yrld of inter-
csting comments on this man and his {oul deeds. which co.ld inclrrd" rhnse ^{secretary-of Labor william B. wilson, Assistant secretary Louis F. post (r9zo),
Federal fudge Anderson of Boston; senators Borah of id"ho, walsh oi Mon-
tana, Norris of Nebraska, wheeler of Montana, McKellar of rennessee, con-
rrolly of Texas, Hatch of New Mexico and many others. Some day, in a
calmer political climare, to paraphrase fustice Blaik, the F.B.I. files *itt t.
.pened and undoubtedly will reveal a veritable collier-mass of rubbish fit only
lirr the incinerator. Meantime this book is grist to the mill of the nexr requesr
lirr increased appropriations to Mr, Floover.

Er.rz,nlrirrr (iuHr-uy Fr-yNx.
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